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WEDNESDAY, "OCTOBER

STREAMS

' Though strange to us it seems;

‘We pierce the rock, and soon

The blessing on us streams;
For when we are the most athirst,
Then the clear waters on us burst.

the. conversion:

for

edification of the scholar.

Christian

teacher for her work and is the best certifi

love, replies the one whose
constantly coming to Christ.
place

to

stand,”

ing over the fulcrum

of the cross, moves

her class,—aye, the world.
The Lacedemonians made

drunk

and

thus

warned

a Aiea

bam

cod

ch

slayes

conclude the report of the
held in connection

Conference at Fair=

the ministry. The fourth was the distinction between the qualifications needful for
a pastor and an evangelist, and the fifth
was the importance of making additions
to our theological libraries.

children.

The congregation then rose

The Anniversary of the F. B. Sundayschool Union was held in the Congrega-

flows fast by the beautiful city of Athens,
and 1s lost in the sands and marshes beyond. | Shall the Sunday-school become
lost in the sands of indifference and the
marshes of neglect, or shall it, like the
Amazon, widen till it becomes married to

to-night the
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related lof) Benjani Frankf

that while in"
.
raised whether ov not man degenerated.
It was: putto the test by citing the noble
bearing’ of the man of ‘America. One of
the'citizens of anciént Gréece was on trial
for his'life. He then and thére fiised the
stamp of his arm’ to prove his devotion to his country. Tt was for him who
has gove' before me ‘to personate Frankiin. It'remains for me to raise the stump,
and thereby show my devotion to the

# We were lf glad tear that Miss
‘Ida Phillips is'soon to'sail for’ India,to

But although learned men may differ
with !régard ‘to ‘the merits of a'book, or
the general 'réader. change bis opinion

Woman's! Board. ! “Having ‘spent her

concerning it, there is, however, a stand-

ard of taste,” from which ‘intelligent peo-

rejoin hdr ‘parents. atid ‘to eter actively
into the work, under the’ auspices of the
childhood there she thas: already’ a good
knowledge of the’ language -and’ will
speedily become an efficient worker. Her

cause for which T speak fo-night.

* Half of the first century of our denominational history bad passed before we had

corrupt appetites they devour astonishing

Hillsdale, just before her departure _fronr

quantities of unwholesome tales and 'romance, with apparent relish, and, like Oli-

that place, where'shehus' been
her studies for several’ years:

an institution of ‘learning.

There then

appeared a small and third class

my.

vial

diction and imageny.

acade-

tion must have a constituency.

We have

erred in that we have projected more
than we could sustain. A school must be

a dull

book

is

the work;dnd her presence’ will encourage
out weary toilersin ¥hat wide ‘field. We-

Such a course

of mental living is wofully destructive.
The lean and wretched victims of a morbid hunger which’ voracious eating can
not satisfy, are almost certain to die--intellectually—at an early age, of mental
indigestion.
Another class of people, believing that

tutions of learning. No other denomination ever attempted so much in proportion to its strength and ability. No doubt
much has been wasted by this process
of multiplying schools. Every - iustitu-

heart is Tullof Christian’ enthusiasm for-

With perverted and give an account ofa pleasant gathering at.

ver Twist, cry for more.

We have had thus far thirty insti-

thing

the next

This is .g | moreinstitations than we could well man- | like

Diogenes,

the

upon

pursuing

'A GOOD-BY MEETING.
A pleasant socisble washeld at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Winsor; Hillsdale, Mich.,
Satmrday evening, Oct:18;]to bid: farewell to
Ida Orissa Phillips, who was to leaye on thie

to virtue,

and tedious reading the painful path of
piety—confine themselves to a spare diet
of statistics, and plain narrative; living,

sustained by those in sympathy with it.
We have failed in this particular, men
we have
others. With
al nature will afford all the light we need.. | that
:
gishe educated for
is
da ak
“What is your culture to me?’

eh
Ibe, 0 to do valy
part ents of gir work.
NEV HELPER.

of olives or tomatoes.

frequently tasting, learn todove the Savor

principles to questions of a denomination-

from above shall guide them safely homé.

stent, :

With stro;

:
dull beyond description
unit
fo
ing
‘veferr
‘Many readers, by constantly
dhl classical meldnge, have been led!
{| sduiive the author's style, as persons, by |

ple rarely depart.
As ‘there ‘are savages
who are fond of strongly tainted food, so,
in literature, there are semi-barbarians
who delight in’ highly spiced, sénsational

question of denominational education. I
will leave this to be done by the speaker
who follows me.
I wish to discuss education as a moral and Christian force. I
know well that the application of these

next Monday for her Tagure big: rig India,
Miss

Phillips, duriog

the years

that she

has

been in Hillsdale, pursuing her ‘sbadies in'the
College, has made many warm friends. She
graduated last June, and now leaves for her
work in heathen lands with a cultivated mind,
a genial spirit, and a consecrated heart that
will make her a blessing to those she is called

HS ihiorsd

to labor with. The evening at Mr. Wicsor’s
was eminently sociable. Prof. Dunn made

he harvest may come late,but it is sure.
some appropriate remarks; Rev. A. H. Chase
we have abserbed in them more men | roots and herbs of literature. These ab- | offéred
prayer, and the young people furnished
At last the teacher shall be permitted to | very important question, and it becomes | age,
fiction and
regarding
mortals,
stemious
than
we
could
well
spare.
In
the
foregothe promoters of education to answer it in
say, “Here am I and those entrusted to my
Rev. Mr. Smith, the pastor, was.

teacher's .work,

let it be understood,

is

not confined*®mply to giving instruction
on the Sabbath, but it is 10 be extended
't6 all the relations of life. There is something besides urging, besides merely

become

urging ‘children to

Christians.

They should be Christians,to be sure. But
the
of
is also the legitimate work of the teachit
the sea,—gathered into the bosom
school:
Sundayto teach the scholar how to pray, how
the
er
of
relation
The
h?
__ehurc

ing to
post.
en for,

sang,

yousfr PRESS

Et

food, derivg a barren the music.
a manner that will be satisfactory to the ing, I refer to the academy and the semi- poetry as infected
detained at. home by illness, and President
care.” Words are poor and empty things,
8,
Oct.
,
evening
ponderous tomes,
Monday
heavy,
from
tional church,
nary. The time came when we needed sustenance
There was
Dargin was absent from home,
masses®f
men.
How
to
transform
léarnand fail utterly to express the transcendent
of loga- “nothing done for display, but it "was an exhi- at half-past seven. Prayer joy-of-that-supreme.momente.
____begiuning
ooo. | ing into-power is a questiun to be. solved | |higher schoold, and these we established. compared .with which a book
Sav
-one-that-was:
be’
was offered by Rev. E. Crowell, of New | Rev. D. M. Stuart, of New York, was
itionof Kind,
by every institution of learning. We We have now come to consider thas one Tithms would
un- highly esteemed by all {hat have made her
onding
not
mind
Corresp
the
the
system,
At
a
such
report
Under
York. The
institution
of
a
high
order
is
worth
far
the
second
speaker.
He
considered
the
have as a nation passed our Centennial,
Secretary,E. W. Page Esq.,was presented. machinery of the Sunday-school to be of but we have mot yet solved all the pudb- more than several of a lower order. - We frequently grows as dry and saplése as acquaintance. Many a prayer ‘willbe offered
to ber dear
dealing
paper,
d
food upon which it is. fed, One sel- by her friends for a safe apassage
prepare
It wasa well
have
had our attention
called fo
and happy
useful
and
very
great
importance.
“I
think,”
said
India,
in
ones
loved
‘lems
which
may
be
presented
to
our
iy old lady, or an life in the future. This will be another cord
thoughtf
a
with the most important phases of Suncets
fond
8
4
the
fact
that
schools
and
colleges
in
of
works
best
very
the
of
one
sideration.
‘We have been great pl
18
Reports have been he, “that
day-school work.
nt old gentleman, who ‘has been to bind Hillsdale to India.
the pastor, after praying, is to organize tion. We have boasted of it. Shall we our country originate in the Christian intellige
one—about
schools
321
from
.
d
receive
intellectually fattened by adhering to this
We ask a careful, thoughtful ede his superintendent and teachers into a be great still? Upon what shall we rely spirit. But in contrast with this what do
regimen,
scanty
~ third of the whole number. In the schools
we
now
see?
A
desire
to
separate
culture
matters
arrange
to
needs
the following article from Miss CrawHe
of
when we go to battle with ignorance and
machine.
Between these two extremes there exreported, the number of scholars is
from
religion.
It
is
argued
that
intellectdewith
done
be
which needs no comment :
may
ford,
things
all
superstition?
These
are
some
of
the
that
so.
97,898, There have been 1,201 converual culiure is enough, but I deny this, ists a reader, who, knowing that ‘‘all |
in.
to
thing
one
is
Ii
order.
in
questions
which
we
must
meet.
We
hegrd
and
cency
CAN THEY EVER GET UP?
1281
are
There
sionse an increase of 94.
things are good in their season,” restricts
hold a popular audience. It is it inculcated in our boyhood that ody Something more is needed. Whence himself to no particular course of fare,
and
terest
are
There
Who?
Anybody who has the weight of
.
teachers
2,604
and
officers
come our best men? Every man knows
twenty thousand dollars ‘piled upon his sleep~The quite another thing to train and indoc- was the greatest, best and most succ
but
partakes,
with
moderation,
of
every
45,4564 volumes in the libraries.
ing dust. Were I buried in that way aod bad.
trinate children so ‘that they may be ful of nations. In this matter of eduta- that they come from these devoted to godamountof collebtions has been $3,527. strong and useful men and women. A tion we have come to believe that we gre liness. In the secular schools but few literary dish. He instinctively:avoids all I my, senses and consciousness left, I should!
the
said
carnal,”
not
works of doubtful morality, as he would
“Our weapons are
wish to rise, and heaving off the oppressive
teacher should not have too many schol- in advauce of all other nations.’ In aur become Christians. On the contrary, the
food seasoned with arsenic or as- weight say, “Away with this mammon of un*decline
Secretary, “and we wrestle not against
religious
schools
show
a
very
different
lage
so
be
vot
population
25
out
of
every
100
can
neither
should
urs. The number
safoetida,—but aside from this, he eats, righteousness from ny dust” Go aud make
flesh and blood, but against principalities,
the teacher can not give a personal read nor write; while in Prussia only 2 record. In Hillsdale College, 57 out of
that
against
s,
—or
reads—*what is set before him, and’ with it friends to Him who though rich, for our °
against powers, against darknes
every
100
become
Christians
during
their
he
attention to each one and know all about out of every 100 are thus ignorant.
world,
this
of
s
asks
no
questions.” He delights in books sake became 80 poor that he had *‘not where' to
darknes
the
the rulers of
course of study. Yet we are told that we
his or her individual interests. There js uneducated are increasing rather the
That bead may have ached
lay his head.”
that
amuse
and interest, as well as in
wickedness in high a work for scholars which teachers can diminishing. At an election in
against "spiritual
But, thank
sometimes when he was out in the dews of the
New must abandon these schools.
work
places. If,as teachers,we come to our
do that can not be done either by paren's Mexico recently only 37 votes out of 500 God, the Christian sentiment of the coun- those which instruct and convince. He night ependiug his time in prayer. It must
produc- have ached when crowned with thorns, Some
conscious of ils importance, with minds or pastors. It-is a grand thing to do this were cast for a free school system. Asidis try will not allow thatto be done. Let eschews frivolous, sensational
tions
as
he
would
hurtful
jellies,
and
poi- one may ask, “What is the matter, writer?”
well stored with the truths we are call- work."
pouring her superstition into Ameriga. every man step forward and aid them. 1t
:
sonous
confectionery;
‘but
enjoys,
at
a This is the matter: I-havé\just read iu the
ed upon to teach and hearts mellowed by
ig
estimated
that
one
institution
of
the
We carry ou our national plans ata g
The speaker instanced a Sunday-school
Star of July 11th, that, “the : mausolénm of
shall
e
proper
time,
honest,
mirthful
caricature,
Spifit,w
highest order can be sustained to about
recent commuhings of the
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart is to be finished at an
in Buffalo a few disadvantage. Order and good govel
labored
who
teacher
not fail to create and keep up an interest years ago and did this kind of work. She ment must be preserved. Peace musk
250,000 inhabitants. According tothisreck- as he does strawberries’ in’ June, or expense of twenty thousand dollars.” Many
°
oning, we could sustain with our 500,000 peaches in Autumn.
in our classes, and the mighty Spirit will
years ago good deacon K. O. Smith said, “The
took a class of neglected boys, taught maintained. How? we ask. We answer,
He
subsists
chiefly,
however,
upon
the
time will come when men will be afraid to die
help us in our work of ‘sowing in tears,’
constiluency
two
schools.
We
have
other
them
by education. Educational acquirements
them, trained them, watched over
rich.” Still longer ago,the noted Eider David
and we shall not fail to ‘reap in joy.”
produce more power, but to
what dnd influences which help us. We can there- bread and meat of literature: biogra- Marks, in a public congregation, added up
and
saw
them
settled
in
life,
Theylove
phies, that fill his beart with an earnest
Rev. G. S. Ricker, of Lowell, Mass.,
and honor her still. Would that niore shall the power be applied? in ‘ingti- fore undertake about twice as much as
of the Lord's wasted money, and showlonging to emulate the deeds’ of the noble-| some
was the first’ speaker, and the following
other
denominations.
T
advise
those
who
ed his bearers how uniany Bibles it might bave
teachers might do just such a work! The tations of themselves do not bind men ;to

is a synopsis of his address:
The Ilissus with clear and limpid water

per is

and

wished to rise, was little A

there

. Johnson
ping
plai ny Sci and resolute. feelat ever.
ing hii
Aes We need. mlgitp gird
Bae» he.
ie
by Lord upeverourwatchful;
and Luby Ea,ng pu

9 Rev:CB: Mills, of Michigans, follow: production,

“Rock of Ages.”
.
:
Rev. W. H. Bowen was the first speaker. * Ido not wish" he said, to ‘‘ discuss

muniment of character is better and safer
bulwark of besotted
than the outward
example. Igculcate strong and absorbing
love for the truth, then the circuit shall be
formed between their hearts and the heart
of God, and unseen hands stretched down

UNION.

the necessity of

was the class of men which should enter

hearts of children with the truth, and it
will be easy to keep out vice. Intoxicate
them with the Spirit and they will not be-

proceedings at. the anniversaries of the

Byron, who pronounced ‘it @ Whimsica

rendering more aid. The second was the
duty of pastors to bring forward suitable
candidates for the. ministry. The third

Fill the minds and

There 1s a better way.

ANNIVERSARIES.

A

their

their

come intoxicated with spirits.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL

‘‘and

with the lever I can move the world.” The
Sunday-school teacher, standing at the
feet of Christ, with the lever of love rest-

— Thomas Toke Linch.

with the late General
port, N. Y.:

scholars are
‘Give mea

Archimedes;

said

Siuilbe

to it youmay ask,

my‘be small, do Jt, %ifd the well done

Passing from this subject the Secretary
called attention to. several points which
the report when published would discuss.

The first of these was

g sume unwe!

‘What can I dof But each one ‘can do
something. ‘ “AltH
that’ ‘something

amount of manhood had been ‘sacrificed.

work? asks the unsuccessful teacher, With

there is no diminution of interest
The saying, * What th po meat is an- in the :hearts
of our ministers and brethother's poison,” is true’ with regard’ to
res
J
in
these great causes. Notthed’s' literary tastes. “Birio 'g' “‘Anal-

omy of" Meléncholy,” which’
declared 10 be the only boo
took him out of ‘bed two Hof

question. “Tn

the 4

because

fice the principle of manhood. This
was refuted by cogent arguments, an i
was concluded that, if it were so ari on

‘We win our way by strife,
Then He within us lives;
And only war could make us meet
For peace so sacred and so sweet.

societies,

in their course of study,

cepti on of such aid caused them fo. sagtlé

cate of ordination from the highest authorLity. “With what do you mix your paints?”
Opie.
painter to
said an unsuccessful
«With brains, sir,” brusquely replied the
great artist. With what do you mix your

And God the water gives;

benevolent

it was not well to aid theological stud

good in their place,but a strong and absorbing desire to lead souls to Christ fits a

We dig the wells of life,

:

Education, training, appliances are

Christ.

‘Which may be all our own;
. 7 And shall we of the toil complain
That speedily shall bring us gain?

*

oes

“Baked Turkey.”

future in’ our Said,
and glorious’ empire.” Fh
"Fhe"
ig
r | 1977, ‘what shalt it’ er nt is ‘a great

The report refetred to the fact that,i$
had been alleged by high authority Ly

A

is morally certain to bring her scholars to

A treasure lies concealed,

here

“Hitters

and

bones,

in the

up

it becomes as a fire shut

We toil as in a fleld
Wherein, to us nnknown,

We

even more students had the churches
means to aid them. Indeed, the foi

Djsserbition or

itself “withi “bis, ry

tl

AR
ITE fo ho of

ty upon the churches. There wouldy

teacher so saturated with” God’s word that

For fuller, happie r life,
He sets us some new task,

This is, indeed, the boon,

means

dained

. Oft when of God we ask

Has, prayer new trouble on us brought?

)

will regulate Reel |in accordance withthe
the life of the teacher, is the divinely of 4.3

24, "1877.

Involving care aud strife;
Ts this the boon for whichwe sought?

These things impose a large:

treasure in earthen vessels;™ from these it
is to be poured, lip to lip, into other earthen vessels now empty of the truth. Bible
truth, mot through utterance, but through

ROCK.

FROM ‘THE

‘‘We bear this

other artificial appliances.

n EL
Ch

rrécy ofFa

virtue and io godliness. . We make a ni
take when we place our free institutign
before our piety,for it was our piety whi

are burdened with means, to just rid them-

minded hero ; histories, that vividly pict-

gelves of the burden.

ure the past, and reproduce extinct races
of men; controversial writings, that clear
up and set at rest forever some disputed
qbestion of human rights; poems, that
inspire the imagination with heroic. con-

We can

not, we

must not take any backward steps. For-

ward is the word. We have been told tovania rioters destroy freedom when
pie night that a larger number of young men
fessedly marching under the banner | of than usual are entering the' ministry. The
freedom. There is nothing ‘of itselfgin guestionis, Ought we not tq make a larg-

gave rise to these ins‘itutions.

Pennsgl-

printed for home

distribation, how many

pbans and fortuneless invalids it mght
supported,

and

how

many

or-

have

mi-sionaries

it

might have sent to the heathen. Hearing
that discourse may have been one reason why
an orphan knelt on the

ih a sectuded

ceptions, or kindle the finer emotions of

place

cold, damp,

and

stone’ floor

prayed, “O

thow

Father of the fatherless, do but open thie way

scholarship to prevent its possessor pliy- er place for them? Their work will be
| 8éen'in the futare bt lor y in ourir chur ches
ing the demagogue.
We say (that

the heart. .
for me to earn my own living, and my earnFrom
these
different sources - the jugs shall never be spent for selfish purposes.”
Here in this ‘heathen land we hear people
| thoughtful, ‘unprejudiced reader derives
to, the church is such that. there can be no to give, and how 10 love all the work of | hi: oher “and Christian intelligence 0
nutritious food. By assimilating the no- from this, that and the other heathen village
This
meeting
closed
the
Aubiversuries;
The church is as God.. So let no teacher be discouraged if land will prevent such scenes as these Jiu
conflict between them.
ble traits of great men, he becomes in say, “Nobody comes to teach us, how can we
certainly and as fully responsible for the suce the wholé class is not converted this itis not our intelligence which will prevent They have all been interesting, and show thought, word, and deed, a hero; as know the way ‘of eternal life.” From over the
that our benevolent work is in a hopeful
great waters’ letters come saying thut the miswoess of the Sunday-school as for any de: winter. That teacher may be doing 2 these, but our piety. The education of$h
Achilles was made brave by feeding on slonuries who will be actually due us at the cam- —
condition.
conscience
is
more
potent
than
that
o
f
$
partment of charch work.
foundation
the
constitute
will
work which
lions®. hearts.
mencement of the cold season, may be detain
SRR
A superficial knowledge of the youthful of a broad and noble Christian character.
intellect. ‘Whence comes; this euitupep |
For. such an individual, the good things edin America to raise funds to establish .a
mind reveals the need of the Sunday-school.
The assembly was dismissed with the From a consciousness of a.sense of r
hool here for the training of native preaghers.
in Hiafitue iE0ig in the fullest ‘sense,
NTBLLROTIAL FOOD,
Whether we ' shall long have free institu- benediction.
and duty.
Thelife of a Slate can’
Can no one in all the denomination Lutour
sg
feast
0
on
and
a
flow’
of
soul;”
tionsin America; whether the nation shall
rise higher than its constitueady.
ns
and, like the author of ¢ Vanity Fair,” he own young Dr. Phillips find :the way, to untie
| THE EDUCATION SOCIETY.
celebrate its second centennial; are quesstate must provide for the'education ofits
the knotted strings of the purses of the rich?
AsnV Nok § froquentiy triad ilitera- arises from the banquet, feeling satisfied, We read of some societies who write-to their
tions to be solved by the Sunday-schools of
The Apuiversary of the Education So- voters. Civil society must teach the fin
refreshed; and wonderfully strengthened. foreign thissionaries to, ‘*Retrench, retrench.” *
shall
our churchegf
Whether
the land.
ciety W held Tuesday evening. The damental things of education, and she ture ‘the medicine of the soul,” we may
ror
Qurs | retrénches the number: of its: laborers,
infer
that
‘when
Antiphon—one
of
‘Pladwindle and die, whether the work of president of the Society, Rev. W. H.Bowfirst principles in morals, but the WH]
and death may soon take others off the roll.
Christ shall be carried forward to success, en, occupied the chair and conducted the
tarch's
ten
aratdrs—advertised
in
Athens
MISSION
WORK.
education might be provided: for by.
Recently there: werd fears that one. atleast
our Sunday-schools shall determine. |
that
he
would
cure
diseases
of
the
mind
exercises. ‘Prayer was offered by Rev. church itself, 'and each denominatjon’ |
CONDUCTED BY REV. a. C. WATERMAN.
would soon go up higher.
We take. up religThe end of Sunday-school work is’ two|
with
words,
it
was
his
intention
to
pre=
D.'M. Stuart, of New York. The Cor- must provide for its own’ ts
see pictures of jewelry,
,| ious newspapers
A
WORD,
OF
ENCOURAGEMENT.
fold,~—theconversion and instruction of the
scribe for each patient an interesting and
and over the pictures read, “A Golden Op=.
scholar. The great and accepted truths responding Secretary, Rev. E. N. Fernald, An institution of learning is infpossibl in instructive course of reading. At least,
. "Whatever anyone may have thought portunity 1”? Oh,for' power to picture’ 4 human
y
and principles of secular education obtain presented his annual report,or, rather, an a land where there is no religion,
we can imagine no way in which the of the {plan which was adopted last year soul with all its wonderful fashionings, and its
The supreme abstract of’ it. Though, the business de- greatest amount of education comes in religious education.
worthy = philosopher could have more by otir Benevolent Societies for raising capabilities for eternal happiness, and its
object of ,secular education is growth; of pression has been great ‘and ‘less funds
must come from the pulpit. How,
money,all
mils be gratified at the results liabilities to everlasting destruction, Now there
speedily accomplished his purpose.
,
,
religious education = religious
growth ‘have been collected, yet each student has the gospel regulate daily conduc? x
as
shown
by
the Report of the Financial is more than a “Golden opportunity” to save
At tho present time, books are Hot only
and
development of character.
Itis of
souls. Who comes. to invest. capital to add
principles must be applied to men’s
Pat
Secretary read at the late General Confer- jewels to a ¢rown that wil’ ! sparklein eternal | ig
comparatively little importance ‘what facts appropriated to ‘each one last year. There
My brethren, we labor at an advantage in used as antidotes, for ‘the relief of melanTo be sure, not so much has been day, and who eanlists to labor in every land, inr
are learned, so that Christ-like character ‘have been ten graduates from our Theo- this nineteenth century. It is our province choly and its attendant ills, but they are ence,
be formed. To bring’ thé scholars, first, Jogical schools this year. Of these, seven to show the river of the water of life sto also partaken of as food.
They have done as'ouglit to have been, but this has season and out of season, to save souls who
always been true; a great many churches arc going to ruin? Going,. going; gonel
to the feet of Christ; to’ teach them, next,
graduated from Lewiston: and three from men. It is ours to enforce the principles grown to be justly regarded ‘as ‘‘mind- have not eb adopted the proposed co:
Jellasore, Septal.
1 TO
to bring ‘forth in their lives the fruits of’
of love and justice. ‘Daniel ‘Webster, the rourishwent,” without which, the human
Hillsdale, Never ware there go many
PA
rere
operativ
lan,
but
those
which
have
like
the Spirit, these are the grand purposes to
‘th’ our schools who have the minis-, father, oan employ his great eloquenobito race would starve intellectually, as it
The. sanap) reunion of the theological
be ‘Bubberved in'Sunday-school. work,
Worked well,generally resuliing
would physically, if deprived of bread’ it. It has
ry in view, The, number in all the
In accomplishing these ends we are to
seminaries of Andover, Newton and Besin
an
increase
of
contributions
and
in
Indeed,
the
sentiments
ofa
favorite
aumore closely. Fletcher Webster, the ton,
schools is reported to be seventy-nine
employ, first, Bible truth, or, more >roadthor, artistically prepared, atid served up greater satisfaction ‘than under aany former ton takes place in. Boston next mouth.
sactifices his life to break them.
We hav
Thig/is
a
net
gain
of
eleven
upon
last
the
to
means:
|
adequate
ly, truth... The only
last year wast vel} Soom
in readable. form, are, almost literally, method, ' Many others will enter into The meeting
year, when the niintber had never before Jessons off the judgment ‘of Goi!"
awakening; conversion’
and Christian ed-

ueation of the scholar is the truth ‘The it ‘been ‘exoneded, It is indeed a matter
qui ee
Hoo

ry
vi

of does not forget to pay at the ‘end:bf We

The ward made fleah;" and, in centaia | this work at or before the beginning
Ba
send
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Notes and Hints.
ConxecTED History, . In

RAR

taqus
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(GILLMAN,

Much bas been said and writlen recent-

ly, regarding the opening of the Perma,

nent Exhibition at Philadelphia on: the
Sabbath.

The religious,
press, 24,3 matter

of gourse, is opposed to sgh, a desecra,

from Jerusalem

the governor.
or pleader in
to conduct the
cused Paul of
tion, of being

to accuse

Tertullus,

an

Paul to to some modern teachers, believes in a
advocate, future resurrection ; vot io one compl eted

the courts, ‘was employed
case for the Jews. He acexciting the Jews to sedi:
the ring-leader of a sect

called Nazurenes,

and of profanation

the temple.
10. PavL REPLIES.

of

at death.

I

He also affirms his belief that

the wicked and the good. will alike be
raised. (6) In. view of the resurrection

to come Paul exercised himself to have a
pure conscience. He strove to obey the

law of God.
’
(1) Paul congratu- tions.
a

.

lates himself on his good fottame in hav-

ing to answer before a judge for many
years acquainted with the ‘Jews.
This
was his compliment to Felix.
Paul was

Paul

followed

his convie-

i

acter, Felix was

his

cruel, rapacious,

arrest.
But they did not go
toaccuse Paul.
They were

——

@

|

eo

days, His object in returning
there was |
to worship and to give alms to the poor. him.

ago yg

alliunited in singing’ the hymn,

our
churche
working churches, and these Yeats REion, RD
on A
given to’ strengthen’

Novempen

meet with

Db the first time sends its SE

you.

ith

aay

one except

Fy

our native «church, and ‘raise ther standard

“All praise to our redeeming Lord,” &e.

OF petscna piety in is mewberhip

One = bath-school in- throughout the Yearly
Meeting.
"
many strong advones Bon Ou ta
Tgmper
are still slaves. to. tobacco, nd ievery.”
step’ in
arise reform must be gained by hard fighti
ng, =
With
means at command, church extension’ fight
become
a
promin
ent
featur
e
of
our work,
bat 80-long as! we have
“/% Rev. Silas Curtis wis chosen Chairman pro, Zen. force enough
only
to hold the Lise alread ‘occupweied
ean’,
Hot
pr the ‘roll of members elect was read by the Clerk; rexpect any. marked growth, Our greaty want
ions
. band
of
thorou
ghly
traine
d
native
workit
ts, ¥Ithout WhieH (HET 1
and, sixty-six delegates then answered to their names. mast always remain weak.
and + dependent,
the: home
Others afterwards arrived, and the whole number of churches. The Y. M.. requests admission to: upon:
membership in
13d

rest,

1s, excellent,

He UAY?

on

iE

Sob

Fi Sad

How much difference ; do we make
between Sunday and other days . True,
we do not perform the ang dy or

the votes were for Mills, Cheney, Penney, Durgin,
Morrill ‘and several scattering.
Mills, Penney ‘and

Diirgin declined as candidates, and on the second ballot

the Gen. Conference, and, secondly, that measur
es be-taken: to:
aid us in establishing a.schoel in.
India. fon the. benefit-of our
native Christian ministry. The Orissa Yearly.
Meetting
contains 5 church
es,

communicants.

7 ordained

ministers; 1 licentiate
LEE A

2

GENESEE. Some of our churches have been blessed
wi
peated and Jlorious revivals, and large additions
ei oe
ceived.
Others

429
Ss

To. .

are weak and in a low state of religious interest, but struggling to live and work for God
and right. We
believe our

week to the affairs of this world? A sentiment which seems very plausible is
sometimes advanced, viz., that every day

should be devoted to God by the Christian,
and this is true, but it does not release us

Cheney

3. Rev's J. W. Hills, Woodman, Linderman, Russell

and H. F. Wood were appointed a Committee to nominate the other officers of Conference.
|
their report elected as

seven to the service and . worship

of God,

relation

to the

Sabbath,

or at least may

have made the day cne of too much
solemnity, and too devoid of all cheerfulness, and thus have repelled some from a

desire to keep the

Sabbath,

and

the

present wholesale desecration of the day
may be a re-action from that over strained

sanctity, but this is doubtful. . Bat
if they

Porter.
Assistant
L. Noyes.

law

the

of

their = disregard

regarding

Sabbathic

the

years,

Sabbath:

and

who

N.

C. Brackett

and W.

the Free Baptists of Nova Scotia, was received.
z The Programme for the anniversary services was
actepted,

and By’
ad.
precy and the Constitution
iyiion
y-Laws were read.
B.A

revision of the By-Laws,

Conference,

of

:
Revs

4. Inquiry was made for Corresponding Delegates
from other religious bodies, and Rev. Wm. Downie, of

was presented

by

the

by vote
Clerk,

of the

last

and, after

few slight amendments, was adopted as follows:

judgments will as surely follow their
violation now, as in the days of Moses.
The Jews were carried into captivity

because

Clerks,

Committee of Arrangements, Rev’s F. WV. Straight,
D. M. Stuart, A. H. Huling, J. C. Osgood, A. L.
Gerrish and L. A. Crandall,
:

were too sanctimonious, they erred on the
safe side, and God honored them.

The adoption of

Assistant Moderators, Rev’s C. B. Mills and E. Ww,

from the obligation to devote one day in
and we often find that those who talk so
much about our duty to devote every day
alike to him, do not devote any day to
him.
Our fathers may have been too strict in

received 44 of the 69 votes, when,

doctrines

iE

RULES

OF

a

shall

say that the present universal stagnation
of businessis.not sent bys God in iiss

2. The first business in order shall be the choice of a Chairman, after which the Clerk shall present a list of the delegates

as accepted, shall

A

sesand
M.

clerks it appears that the ministers possess an order
of
acceptable to the people. Their salaries are inadequate for talent
their
support, and in most cases a
portion of their tiie
is necessarily devoted to secular pursuits to supplyand talents
the defi-

ciency. The logs
occasions, should

to the cause of Christ, which this necessity
be a subject of earnest consideration. Many

of the weaker churches are without pastors, and without religious services a large portion of the time. ‘The influenge of the
Central Association has aroused in our churches a healthy
mission spirit, and developed a large generosity,
:
ILuiNois. The letters received from the various Quarterly
Meetings at this time show a somewhat encouraging state
affairs. The interest in Missions, Education, Temperance andof
Sunday-schools has not declined, but they are all remembered,
and their prosperity is sought, though not to the extent they
should be. Since our last triennial report the ranks of our
ministerial brethren have beén thinned. by the death of four
aged brethren and faithful laborérs in their respective fields.
‘They have left us, but their memory remains.
The McLean
Quarterly

Meeting has lost its visibility, as appears by a letter

from the clerk.

ILLiNOIS CENTRAL.
We send this our petition, praying ad‘missiongto your honorable body. This Y. M. was
organized
in November, 1875 with two Quarterly Meetings. - Since
then
we have
1,400 members, and

1. The Conference shall be called to order by the Clerk, and

elect, and by that enrollment,

receipts for the last three years are

arger than ever before.
HOLLAND PURCHASE.. The Q. M's hold their regular
sions, and the churches continue steadfast in the doctrin
usages of the denomination. From the reports of the esQ.

received four others, making six in all, with about

CONFERENCE.

the devotional exercises shall precede the transaction of business.

and

prises, and our mission

Conference

30 ordained

ministers.

The

most

of our
churches are poor.
Church
property worth about 18,800.
Rev. J, C. Gilliland was duly elected our delegate to ‘bear
this
letter to you.
ILL. SOUTHERN.
The three years past have been years of
toil,

trials and conflicts. Our missionary was taken
us,and
we were left with no one to plan and inspite, to givefromdirecti
on

‘be,permanently organized.
4 to our efforts; or.to utili
.
:
3
:
betes
possess, and the little experience we have had in such
++ 3. The officers of Conference: shall be a Modefator and two edge we
council,
or
were
present
at
bis
arraignquence of the desecration of his holy day, P assistants, a Clerk and twe assistants, and a Committee of Ar- matters, it would be expected that we should make mistakes,
- In the twelve days that he was there,
The Moderator and Clerk shall be elected by and that difficulties would arise that would be hard to dispose
We can not rob him with impunity. rangements.
Paul shows¥hat he had not been doing ment before it." Hence they could testify
on him.
He de- Though we may seem to prosper for a ‘ballot; and the Committee of Arrangements shall report the of; that some of the brethren would become discouraged and
seditiocs works. If he had not sought if avy crime was proved
hours at which Conference shall meet and adjourn, arrange for refiise to work, thus weakening the hands of others.
to excite the people in the temple, nor:in fies them to rise and contradict his words, time, yet the dayof retribution will surely the introduction of persons to Conference, advise as to the miade but little aggression on the enemies’ borders; and’Weo'liave
have
@
Pag
a
the synagogues, nor yet 'in the streets of (5) His only fdult, in'the eyes of the come.
tigae and place of holding other meetings, and arrange all spe- done but little to impress him with: the fact that ho: had vary
council,
was
belid®
in
the
resurrection.
much to fear from us. The doctrines of the denomi
cial
services
not
otherwise
provided
We
occasionally
see
something
in
the
for.
\
:
:
nation as
city, he had not sought to make any trou4. Every proposition of importance must be submitted in’ set forth in the Treatise, are the more heartily endorsed by us
ble at all. That he bad not been an agi- That he there declared, and that (he Sad- papers regarding the*Sabbath as a day of
as
they
are
better
underst
ood, and their practical workings
writing with the author's name affixed, and shall be referred:
tate
of political
r rebellion, he thus asserts. ducees deemed a fault. The a¢cusers of rest, and an instance will be mentionedof to-a Committee
without debate; and all reports shall be read more clearly seen. ' We love the polity, the spirit and the pracPaul
seem
to
be
the
Sadducees.
They
some
over
zealous
Christian
who
attends
|
(2) Paul defiesthe Jews lo prove him
when presented, placed on file and considered in the order of ‘tice of our people. Our old and tried missionary has returned
guilty of the thingscharged on him. Se- hated his doctrine, . and had reason to upon two or three Sabbath-schools, and their presentation, unless made the order of the day for a cer- again, and his coming is hailed with great joy.” It has given
;
perhaps upoh two or three religious serv- tain hour. New business can not be introduced after the fourth 1 us new Mspiration and hope, and already the fruits of his
dition was charged, and with a purpose. prosecute him for it.
labors can
be clearly seen, and his influence felt for good.
ices, and quite a sermon will be given day, except under a suspension of the Rules.
22,
23.
FeLix
DErFERs
His
DEcIsioN,
Felix had successfully crushed out an inAnd no
3
i
5. All Committees shall bg appointed by the chair, unless of the denomination, while
surrection attempted by “‘that Egyptian.” (1) “When Felix heard these things, hav- upon the impropriety and lack of wi-dom
we owe all that we are to you, unotherwise
ordered,
and
they
shall
severally
displayed,
but
for
every
such
instance
of
consider
the ques- der. God, while onr hearts are filled with gratitude for the misAll the glory of Felix’s ing more perfect knowledge of that way,
Acts 21:38.
tions referred to them, br report thereon, or return them to sionaries and
teachers sent among us by you, we do most ear
reign had come from suppressing sedi- he deferred thgm,” There are, two ways over work which can be found, there Conference.
:
i
nestly beseech you to not leave us without a ‘missionary, for
will
be'.twenly
instances
of
neglect
of
explaining
ilie
phrase
‘‘
having
more
tion.
Hence
Tertullus had, aitfally
6. Standing Committees for the session ®hall be appointed we feel that we are poorly ‘qualified to manage our own affairs,
»
charged Paul with this crime to arouse perfect knowledge of that way.” One, of all religious labor and service. 1t is onthe following subjects :=~The Church, Ministry, Denomina- transact our business and to sostain. our organization. The
carious to see how fearful we are that tiop, Country,
Dogtrine, Publications, Home Missions, Foreign Sabbath-scheol interest is increasing among us, and we are
the feeling of Felix against him.
But that Felix had learned something of some ope will bring a reproach upon Missions, Educafion,
Sabbath-schools, Tem
trying to organize schools in all the churches where any one
nce, Requests;
Christians
at
Cemsarea.
'The
truth
of
«Paul, while he adduces no other evidence
Correspondence and Closing Resolution
Nhe Chairman of can be found who can read sufficiently well. The cause of
than his own.'words, disproves the alle- Christ had, reached that place and had religion by too much activily, and yet each Committee shall be (if present) an s.
advisory member ex- Temperance is receiving some attention, and there is among
gation. His time at Jerusalem was pass- there many converts. The other and how careless of reproach for neglect of officio of the same Committee of the next Conference,
our people a more decided opposition to the use of intoxicating
duty.
ed in none of the ways that denote disloy- better view is that he now, after hearing
7. Retained Committees shall continue their services till the drinks in any form." We confess to an indifference on the subWill it not be wise for us to return to next Conference; they are the Conference
alty to thie State. Ore part of Tertullus’s Paul, knew of that way; more perfectly,
Board, Historical ject in the past, but are becoming more interested.
» INDIANA. In making this report we regret that we can nét
-accusation was that Paul throughout the At the conclusion of Paul's speech, of the standard of our fathers, or rather to Committee, and Committee on Necrology.. |
8. The Conference Board shall bé appointed by the Confer- make one more favorable. The Switzerland Q, M. has lost its
world stirred up the Jews to sedition. which we have a meager report, Felix the standard of the Scriptures, concerning
visibility. But the Ripley g M. remains, and fs in a better
Notice the Sabbath, remembering that he who by ence, and shall supply all RACOSSATY action between the ses- condition than
Paul confines his reply to his course at knew more accurately the case,
it has been for years. The prospects are en- °
sions, ‘without Sumiug questionable responsibilities, shall
the
prophet
said
to
Israel:
“If
thou
turn
Jerusalem. Felix bad nothing to do with again how the term ‘‘ that way” is apmake such provision for denominational action and expression couraging f r the organization of another Q. M., and wé may the conduct of Paul ontside of Judea. Be- plied to the Christian way of worship. (2) away thy foot from the Sabbath, from of sentiments as providential ‘circumstances may require, and yet see a strong Y. M. built up in Southern Indiana.
:
He did not care doing thy pleasure on my holy day; angd shall advise in our educational work, especially in reference to
INDIANA NorTHERN,
We have some prosperity. Love and
sides, if Paul had made no effort at Jeru- Felix put off the case.
harmony prevail; there seems to be an earnest desire manii
$
the Jews, nor yet to be so call the Sabbath a delight, the holy of the new institutions of learning.
salem, among all the Jews there, to get to displease
Historical Committee shall collect and preserve denom- ifest to advance the work of Christianity. Still there are many
and shall honor. him, pet ;
them to as8dil the government, he cer- flagrantly unjust as to condemn Paul. Lord honorable;
inational publications and otherwise promote historical inter- obstructions that retard our progress. ‘Our Sabbath-school inHence he made a
pretext of waiting for doing thine own ways, nor finding thine
terest is good.
tainly had not-elsewhere done so.
At our last Y. M. the delegates expressed a
Lysiaz, an impoitant witness in the case. own pleasure, nor speaking thine own
The Committee on Necrology ‘shall present a list of the min- strong desire that this session of the General Conference might
14—16. WHAT PAUL CONFESSED. (1)
words; then shalt thou delight thyself isters deceased during the three preceding years.
be a grand success for Gbvd.
;
“That after-the way which they call her- (8) Paul was kept in military custody. in the Lord; and I will canse thee to ride
9. The Moderator shall observe the following order: of busiIowa. The Q: M's reported at our last session a good state
The
following
friends
of
Paul
were
probesy, so worship 1 the God of my fathers.”
upon the high places of the earth, and ness at each siting of the Conference, unless otherwise or- of religious interest, Jost of them reporting revivals, and all
Tostead .of heresy read *“ a sect,” asin aoly there and allowed to visit him : Luke,
an increase of interest and membership.
Our Y. M. stands as
feed
thee with the heritage of Jacob thy dered :.
verse 5. The same Greek word in both Aristarchns, Timothy, Philip, Cornelius, father,” is the
-a upit for the principles and usages of our beloved denomina1. Prayer.
God with whom we have to
besides
other
converts
to
Christ.
‘
tion, and" we will not be behind any in recognizing a change
cases is used. ‘The * sect of the Naza2. Reading the Journal.
:
:
i
that
may indicate advancement. - Our cause in the
24, 25. A SECOND HEARING, (1) Felix, do,and that he’ will notice our obedience,or 8. Calling ‘the Roll.
est needs
— 70D08,” which was so-called
i
n
h
or
rl
cate
§
beeause-Je-|
diso bedience and deat with us accordingiy?- 4. Introduction of New Business.
antl men
gto occupy
after
bis
wife,
Drusilla,
a
Jewess,
came
to
sus came from Nazareth,
Tertullus
the opening fields,‘‘ white already for the harvest.” The un5. Reception of Reports,
Caesarea, called Paul before htm.
Felix
:
said had in Paul a rising leader.
Forget the things that are behind. Took
fortunate procedure of a minister among us from another
Naza% Resumption of
Unfinished Business. ' «1...
FES
wished
to
hear
more
fully
the
views
of
Yearly Meéting Has greatly injured us and the cause of Christ.
renes was the name first given to Chrisforward. Do not be deterred because you
Consideration of New Business.
¥
:
|
* Towa NoRTHERN. Since the last session of the Conference
~ tians, and how Nazareth was regarded Paul. . Drusilla, no doub®;, was anxious have not reached perfection. ‘Thank God
ne very marked /changes have occurred. Most of our churches
to
know.about
the
Christ.
Hence
Paul
that theresisiso much of glory not attained
we know. John 1:46. The word *‘sect”
have had additions to their numbers, some of them
quite large.
relates, not to error of doctrine, but to was called to speak before them, - An ac- but yet to come. Think of the rich Stores
Some are, building meeting houses, and planning for pirmacount
of
Drusilla
is
given
above.
(2)
that await you if you seek purity and trath
nency. Our Y. i: is loyal to the denomination, Since the
~-schisw. or separation of a party in the
Do
:k1. The members of Conference are expected to be prompt ast. Conference we have, suffered the loss by death of our es«church. . ‘Paul confessed that his way of Paul took the opportunity to preach. . He with industry and fidelity 32d hope.
‘more to an egustant in their attendance ; and the Clerk shall report to iteemed sister, Ruby Bixby, wife of our pioneer father, Rev. N.
worship the Jews cailed sectarian.
(2) did not preach directly to Felix. His skill whatever lies in you more and
early Meeting that may ask it, the presence and unex- W. Bixby. She was an eminently pious lady, and an acceptawas shown in the way he spoke before Fe- attain. Do not rejoiee in what you have | hi
But bi+ schismatic
way of worship arose
sed absence of its delegates, as shown by the roll call.
ble, preacher of the gospel.
=
lix of what God required of all. Tempers done, bat rejoice ih what you are going
* from believing. in that which

These Jews were members of the

{he law and

Felix,
the propbets taught. It was then, ac- ance here means self-control.
« cording to Paul, not heresy but faith that whose character Tacitus describes as in
caused him 10 be so ‘regarded. . To the every way depraved, saw himself as he
was. © The doctrine of a future judgment
Jews his acceptance’ of the. doctrine of
the resurrection of the dead as applied to for sin added to his sense of condemnpaJesas.was erroneonis, Paul says the tion. The prospect before him at that
fandamental thing in what was new in judgment, was unwelcome. He looked at

his faith was his belief in the resurrection.

bimseif,

Sees

a

Rev./1. D. Stewart, called the Confetence to order, and

:
names was seventy-nine.
5.
)
Voted
to
take
an
informal
ballot
for
Moderator,
on nearly all our roads, have
- we not by
our example taken from the sanctity.of Rev’s,0. D. Patch and €. S. Perkins being tellers, and

to Csmsarea
The commands of God are as binding
the men
to ‘now as when given from Sinai, and his

gate.’ Tacitus said of him, ‘ He wielded
the scepter of a monarch with the soul of appear against him, not Jews from Jerusalem alone.
If they were not there,
a slave.”
then
Paul
thinks
Tertallus has not estab11—13. SEDITION FALSELY CHARGED.
lished
the
point
that
Paul was a leader of
(1) Paul meets the accusation of his enemies that he moved the Jews to sedition. sedition “throughout the world.” (4)Paul
He bad been in Jerusalem ‘only ‘twelve challenges the Jews there to specify any
evil provhdd before the council against

EE

MEETINGS,

from the Yearly Meetings were received:
which the following brief abstracts are
ho ean dog
or
hb
:
Omissa. This Y. M., organized-two' yb

are biblical, our usages correct, and our
on mo- existence still demanded
to bless humanity, redeem
17—21. (1) Paul declares the specific services of the sanctuary, but how are our tion of Rev. C. B. Mills, Rev. O. B. Carney, Presi- and bring it back to God. There wag never a time the world
the
organization of our Yearly Meeting that the Sabbatsince
abject he had in going to Jerusaleni. He winds occupied in the intervals between dent of Bates college, was
h-school
unanimously elected Modera- cause was claimi
ng so much attention as now. “We generally
did not go to organize rebellion, but te the, services? D& we giye the day to
believe in the systematic support of all our benevolent
:
enterconvey alms to his nation.
Paul states God, as we devote the other days of the tof.,

defense

profli-

matter? Supposewe have never patgoniz:
ed anyof the “‘Sunday trains,” which run

amount, of labor; and we atten®fpon the

the Jgeneral fact.
Specifically to poor
in a way to please his judge. . But Paul Christians he brought aid. No one could
was more guarded than Tertullus, and misunderstand him when he gaid** to my
more truthful. He uttered no flattery,bui nation.” He says ‘‘ afler many years”
Five years had
declared his confidence in the justice of he came to do this act.
the judge. He was cheerful in making passed since his last visit to Jerusalem.
¢¢ Offerings”
his defense before
Felix, hecause of He also came to worship.
the confidence felt in him. * (2) Felix had refer not to gifts to the poor, but to the
been for seven years the sole governor of temple ** offerings” for sacrifice to God or
Judea. Prior to that period, Felix was to help support the worship of the temassociated with Cumanus in this office ple. (2) He now tells his judge how he
Having purifor a brief period. © Seven years was then came to be arrested.
a long time for the office of governor to fied himself he was found ia the tembe retained by an incumbent. Felix was ple; that is, having obeyed the ceremoa freedman of Antonia, mother of the nial law in respeet to outward cleansing.
Roman emperor, Claudius.
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Felix married Druilla, gaged and not in causing tumults among
sister of king Agrippa.
Te married the people, then the accusation of Tertulthree wives in succession, obtaining Dru- lus was false. (3) Paul charges the Jews
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and
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afraid,
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* was afraid.” Then he dismissed Paul,
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not admit, then; that ‘he ‘was disloyal, ‘Tn
‘ the law and the prophets” he found prePAUL BEFORE FELIX,
dictions of Christ which were now fulfill
(5) The!‘ hope of tke resurrection”
EN Text: “And as he reasoned of ed.
was based on divine promises. Hencq it
hieousness, temperance,an
udgment
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the resurrection of the dead. (4) *‘ Believing all
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Yet strong and straight the current flows
All through the leafy wood,
As strongly where tlie lily blows

AS where the rocks withstood,
Until at last its waters come
Where purer waters be,
Whereit shall find its final home—
Within a crystal sea.

If but the first of life be pure
The last is_always peace.

Helén Carlyle in N. Y. Observer.
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“PHY WORD IS TRUTH.”
“The ‘Spirit of the Lord spakeby me, and his

word was in my tongue.”-<2 sam. 25: 1, 2.

Scripture is God's word to man; in it,
therefore, we see a perfect unian of the
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disciples,

that

God

It was not

“He that despiseth, déspiseth not man,
but God, who hath also given unto us

»

:

“For this cause also thank we God
without ceasing, . becanse when ye received the word of God which ye heard of
us, ye received it not as the word of men,
but as it is in truth the Word of God.”
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learned Archbishop Usher, not unfamiliar
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to proceed any further upon it.” Upon
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holy, and
You.can be cordial ‘with men. | Thee:|| confession, from so. grave,
The Bishop then
ig no ‘one thing, perhaps, in regard-io lemiiont a persdn.

which , the majority. of Christians are more | 8dd¢d: “1 must, tell you, we do not well
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tion of his own will to the will of God;
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to
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+*x Sold at the manufactory of Professor HOLLOWAY &. Co., New York, and by all respectable

countless w omen with drunken busbands,
are enough to make all women curse
wine, and e ngage unitedly .to oppose it

the

they have no ‘value whatever except as
they bear relation to a hfe higher than
themselves. #Then comes another story,
that of couscious, sensitive life. Man %is

to ruin.

-of

will be given to any one

such information as may lead to the detection of
or parties counterieiting the medicines
any party

face for hersell and children, the pover-:
, and not_onfrequently the beggary,—
the fear and the fact of violence, the lingering, life-long struggle and despair . of

Marvel-

of vegetable

seuse

as far as they ‘go; but we regret
Let a Christian:
put aside religious thought 1 labors,
tion—of {— FOR SALE A
that they should have no-—a

unmistakably ; that the; Scriptures are the
words .of God. This is the great sheetanchor to.our souls. ‘We may be tossed

every word,

the
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world dat least. The ‘shame or the indigna-

value whatever. Then comes the- lowest
form of life. It strikes roots down iuto

by stage-coach, the practice of the noiseless key-board was kept up with unceasing regularity. This is just what we
want in religious life—a daily, unceasing
practice of the life and doctrine of Christ
in out lives wherever we are. In no other
way can religion be-made a living force.

ken, that he has spoken in human language, distinctly, ‘definitely, certainly,

sentence,

es of
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For Cutaneous Disorders,

by thousands who dread to hear the step
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‘poison.
the influen ce of the seducive
There are women by thousands groaning
with pain whilé we write these words,
from bruises and brutalities inflicted by
busbands mad by drink. There can be
no exaggeration in any statement in re-

whieh-it-suastal

Ii a Ubristian

ing the ocean, or in the cars, or traveling

more, and know his mind. There are dif{ coud. os ibarwis on every hand. How
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it--be otherwise P Cau the finiteso |
easily deal with the infinite, and eomprehend his thoughts ? But let us, as beings
in the infancy of our existence, conscious
of ignorance, patienily sit at the feet of
the great Teacher, and wany, if notall,
will disappear. But let us cling to this
great broad principle—that God has spo-
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“Your box of Holloway’s Ointment cured me of

ment behind the ears, and the noise has leit.”
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noises in the head. Iru bed: some of
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- “My nausea of a morning is now cured,”
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chronic.” . a
:
“ «1 guive ‘one of your pills to my habe for cholera

mon senge, I believe; and am very well
aware that I can
never be happy io another
Vp
world.'®
* He! then went out and ‘cut his throat
from ear to ear, Oh, my friends, shall we
not 0 to save our fellow man from such a
fate?’

bined“and moved with a looking forward
to a preparation for life. But for the life

He kept in his room a small portable key-board, having neither wires nor
hammers, and. which emitted no sound.
Upon this ‘ key-board he practiced constavtly.. Wheiher on the steamer cross-

was God through ahd by each of these.

God

let.

I have over 200 such ‘tetimonials as these but
want of space compels me to conclude.

great maséof inorganic
matter —is-com-

INDUSTRY.

his wonderful execution.
The secret of
it all lies in two words—constant practice.

Peter,it was not Paul, it was not Jot, it

May

apostle

« If,” said Paganini, ‘1 Jet a day go by
without touching my violin, I immediately am aware of it§ if 1 let two days elapse,
it is tbe public who are aware of it.”
Everybody who heard Rubenstein when
he was in this city marveled greatly al

heareth us} he that i3 not of God, hear-

God.

sys-

not | The only thing that will keep religion
bright is the friction of constant use:
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his boly spirit” (1 Thess, 4:8).

of the tithe

: 1.) | pied and uncared for soon

knoweth

eth not us” (1 John 4:6).

from

unto | that isidle soon

ye tliat speak, but the spivit of your
Father which speaketh in you” (Matt.
10: 720). And Paul could appealto the
same truth: * Since ye seck a proof of
Christ speaking in me” (2 Cor. 13:3).

Jobn ‘says, “He

one of whom would

voy
and keep them in the

house.”
Shiead
ah
;
“Dr, Holloway has cured my headache that was

it 5up.”
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Entirely Vegetable. Money
retarned in. all cases of failure; none lor 18 years.
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Pills gave me pt

to bim of God, and, Christ and eternity.”
, ‘He said. ‘I ama man of some com-

nervous, ' fretful and impatient.
God
would have us welll
Itis small credit
to a watchmaker to have his watches con
tinually out of order, even though it may:
be the fault of those who carry them ; and
(be perpetual Tickness and fretfulness of
Christians ' does not honor him whose

ol

take it down and give it a nice airing and
brushing, and wear ‘it on.Sunday.
Bu
such a religion won't wear. An engine

which

the fathers by the prophets” (Heb.gl

that the

in a closet, six daysin the week, and then

are God breath-

ed—which are a unity—scriptured,
‘“ can not be-broken.”

saying

expects to huve a religion that is worth
anything be must use it daily. A great
many hang up religion, as they do a coat

¢ Paul also, uccording lo the wisdom
given unto him hath written unto you,
which they that are unlearned
+
.
and unstable wrest, as they do also the

Jesus said to his

ot

for another box
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turn mail, for chills and fever I

overwork, the stimulation, the excess, the
gluttony, and the dyspepsia, which ‘Tob
men of peace, and which
leave
them

and

The trouble with much of the religious
life of to-day is that it is allowed to rust

moved by the Holy Ghost—"2 Peter 1:71.
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sat with ine, his hand inmine, and I spoke

incomes; and if he “has ‘prospered us there is, and that end I suppose 10 be the
greatly, it may be our duly to give him production of a man built up to the point
one-third or one-half. It is a question for where be takes possession of himself.
each man to decide for himself, as the That this is the end of nature as a whole,
Spirit shail give him Jight, what propor- seems as plain tome as it is that the end
tion of his income will fulfill the require- of the plant is the production of fruit, and”
ment, *‘as God hath prospered him.” ' No Shag the unity of the proeess of nature
rule will cover all cases. The proportion is found io relation to this, as that
that is immense for one man may be the unity of the process within
the
ridiculously ‘small. for another.—Ex. & ian is to be found in nature's relation to
Chronicle.
at.
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What do.you find? First, that this

‘The
r wise man, I suppose, had not
heard of the Holy Gbost who spoke the
words, not | Paul.. And ‘this is the school
of ‘advanced thought,” this is the school
from which we are to get our theology !
“Prophecy came. not in old time by the
will of man ; but holy men of Gud spake,

.

any

are , multitudes.

appetite; Holloway’s

“Your pills are marvelous,”

gard to this matter, for no human imagbody.”
ination can create anything worse ‘than
p
Q
the truth. The sorrow.and horrors of a
MAN
AND
NATURE.
PROSPERED HIM'~—no more, no Jess. If
wife with a drunken husband, or mother
(God has not prospered us, it may be our
Is there, then, no one end of 2nature
the realreal
the
son, are
ate asa8 near
jh gdmrunken 40 S00,
thiok as [)with
‘We fan discover?' 1 think
duty lo give less than one-tenth OLof oul {a
~iu--this

of his letters, but I do not agree with
him.”

“God

odly matrons,

tem, moreover, would only be a way of
cheating God. The Mosuic Jaw,it is true,
exacted the tithe; but the Christian law
demands .that owe give “As GOD HATH

Cor. LB bP
A great German scholar was discussing some point ‘with an English divine.
The Tipgiisuvin to support his point,
appealed
to somethiiiy Paul ‘bad written.
be German, in deep. thought, said:
“Papi—Paul, oh! yes, | have read some

which

year,

not devote one-tenth

thon one-tenth,
:
The general adoption

eth, but which the Holy Ghost teachéth”?

. other Scriptures,”

one’s ‘while to be a

There

" I had IQ

We took him, iv) we ue!
et
no promise from him. "We nursed him
night and day.’ The thitd afternoonhe

e a living sermon ina score of homes
we could name—a living sermon, ‘with

his income to Christian benevolence.
What we do say is that the rich man
should often, if not alwys, give far more

&t rest, the

reason satisfied, and the heat filled, on
such a ground! * All scripture is given
by inspiration of God (theopneuste), and
is profitable for doetiine,” eic.
Could the idea of the certain revelation be put in a form of words more abselute than this, spoken by the apostle
Paul, “Which things also we speak, not
in the words which man’s wisdom teach-

1

Jess. that

that is all. ~
Now we are far from

with the mournful

10 be able

conscience.

child of God.

may

lou

work.

do this

a rest for our weary souls, as they have
fluttered for years, like the dove above
cry, What is truth?
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And we are satisfied that no
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Huntington.

ently opened.—Bishop

these duties.

And weary workers cool their feet

And sturdy reapers

.** You
must give
: E)
can not,”
:

“the whole counsel of God” r ilies that _ 1 said, ‘God will help you.’”
‘it be gratefully ‘and 'so'émnly ‘and rever-. P44 No, /he won't 7 1 71 01 if

you pray as well as others. | This, how-

And roots of lilies pure and sweet
Tis waters clear shall lave,

‘And

1 want

“41 can not! die; I bave not offered a
prayer to God for sixteen years.”

Sooher or later, ther ore: 3, golatation of

not do this as well as others; neither may
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From darkvess unto ight.
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to’ weléome' the strangers,
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am better, better,better ! It’s what

sincere and

do 'turn ‘in and worship
and urge them
The atmosphere of
| with the. magian.
every church. .opght to be made go pleasant, cheery, warm, home-like, that men

HU

it from its source.
Await

-

tor or one ol the deacons, Brethren,
these things ought not so tobe. Each
Testament writers never misappie- ‘me?”
member of the church ought to regard New
“ Not unless Jou stop drinking.”
spiritual vature. They never
e hend ‘man's
of one”
himself or herself is *‘a committe

stones of strife

trial,

of

rocks

bo

of it

Flow purely to de rome.

T hough

Fe

T
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Bui to in- the blood through my yyios; the insects

spiritual thonght unfolded in the
zespel
really ‘and final'y beyond the reach of

churches, sit through the service, and go
away oftentimes without a word of welcome from any one, unless it. be the pas-

FIRST PURE, THEN PEACEABLE.
First let the stréam of holy life .

fer’ from it that there

But they come to our

they must have it.

—1r

T

this jg touching and beautiful.

unaffected grecting., And if we win them
to our sanctuaries and bold them there

.
>
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creased, and at such a time

od

&. F. MOSHER,

haps

Editor,
Editor.

Western

A. Hn. Huling,

AF All communications designed for publication should be addressed to the Editor, and all
ldtters on business, remittafices of money, &c.,

should be addressed to the Publisher, Doyes,N.H.
religious interest,

been

that has

meetings

proposed at several missionary

thousands, of

dollars,

but

would

often intense convictions; but there was

No. All honor to him. He may not today be worth as much money on account
of it, but he has his honor, and money is

no discord, and the actual transactions
of the Conference represented, as & rule,

trash compared

with that.

Young man,

yourself to just such a manAnd that is infinitely better
a brief splendor like Mr.
come at last. in remorse to

food and

or to get such great

wealth as Mr. Spencer's villainy brought
him, and then be a fugitive from justice.
PP

ey

The faith of holy men

of old brought

them into intimate communion with God.

He gave

them

their life, and sustained

them ever by his hand.

ed the truth of such a statement has miss-

clothing.

rain and sidw

from

He gave them

He sent down

the

heaven,

the

he held

-ed the most wholesome part of Christian

winds, uttered his voice

experiencé.
The heart and spirit are
made richer by it. It is an exercise which
ses in motion all the better impulses. It
is like rubbing together ‘‘the fine wood”
which lighted the altar fires of old. We
suggest the remedy to any of our own
churches that may be in a weak or failing
« condition.

shielded them,in peril,soothed Lheir grief,

in the thunder,

and his thoughts were very precious unto
taem. Referring to this period in connection with later developments, Dr.
Peabody well remarks : ‘‘Enviable,indeed,

was this*faith of the world’s young days ;
sad that it should

ever hawg

been

inter-

cepted by the frigid, murky phantasm of
law ; and blessed will it be for man when
The late General Conference emphasized the wisdom of properly examining his maturity shall have grewn into a
candidates for the ministry before arrang- second childhood, with the Father's arms
around him, and in his ripest
ing for their ordination. The church that again
philosophy
law shall yield place to the
has published its ordination programme
all-present God.”
>
and all at oncé finds its candidate heteroTrue. philosophy never
leads man
dox and heretical, is in a predicament
indeed. Closely related to this is the away from his Heavenly Father, but
It is an. unreasonable
misfortune resulting from the too hasty nearer to him.
skepticism
in
a
degenerate,
conceited
calling and settling in. the" pastorate of a
mind
that
robs
us
of
our
noble
heritage.
person not sufficiently well known.
The
unpleasant experience in this direction of The world" did not like to retain God in
their knowledge, in their wisdom rejected him,went after vanity and a lie, and

a Baptist church in New Jersey the other
day is a case in point. The inference is
easily drawn. Let churches know whom
they call, and whom they are to ordain,
before any .public or decisive steps are

so brought in all the direful results of
heathen superstition. Yet some in every
age have

Not heeding this rule, the church

fearfully,

Rt

past

tae

few

teachers

[rs

utes

weeks, also in the Fe-animaion

ent friend and helper, our Redeemer
and
Saviour,in whom alone we eantrust,

word.

Through every means he supplies

we mugt acquaint
®1'his” charaeter and

penal institu-

tions,
im-

C. Gilman,

of New York, should be pondered with
the utmost seriousness.
A naturally
conscientious, enterprising and ambitious

man of business, he gradually allowed
- the latter trait
others, until to

to overcome
all the
gratify it he became a

forger, only to gain momentary satisfac_ tion, and in the end to bring disgrace
upen himeelf and overwhelming sorrow
upon his family. How natural the steps
that led to his fall—extravagant habits

Then,

it

Friend,

beware.

The grat-

ification of extravagant tastes at the expense of honor is a fearful bargain. The
~ remorse, the sorrow,

the shame that will

follow wiil be a burden that no confession
~ can cast off. Avoid the first compromise
follow, and the third will hardly

be rec-

- ognized. Live within the income.

It

~ may cost.a severe struggle at first, but it
is the ‘safest and as a rule the shortest wa

«40 competence and honor.
4

a

enough

to

have

a

obey him.
to our

Our lives must be conformed

knowledge.

We

must. not be

among the number who acknowXdge him
in word, but in works deny him. He is
ever working his works of. love. Jesus

went about doing good; if we are his
children we shall bé like him, doing good.
and loving to do goo®. We must exhibit
the example of a pure faith and blameless
life, a warm ‘hears. We are surrounded
hy those needing our sympathy, love, and
helping hand. These we must cheerfully
extend, showing our faith by our works.

The best evidence of love to God is loving
obedience to.him,
Finally, if we would

be near

:
to.God,

we must have nearness of access to®him

in prayer.

This is the happy privilege of

all, Itis the little child’s prerogative
ask rhis father and mother. So is
divine word to us, Sask and Ye shall
ceive. Go to him in prosperity. ‘and

to
the
rein

—Go-to-himfor-counsel-and di=

rection ; for help and strength; for wisdom and grace. Go to him for great
things and little things. Go to him with
a meek,

trustful

and

submissive

spirit.

There is such a thing as power with God
n prayer.. They are most happy, pro-

gressive, useful, who live most in the

divine presence, and nearest to him,

:

ULI

nitude, there are

nevertheless

honest

men in the world.

The New York Prod-

uce Exchange produced one the other day.
His name is- David Bingham, Let every
poor family hang the game on the wall of
- 'their home, for his integrity has blessed
even them. The Christian Intelligencer
tells’ the story. A corner in wheat was
almost completedby a powerful combimation on the last day of September. - The
cligue
came at last to David Bingham to

invite hiny to‘unite
in theoperation. The

success
ire-of the ad
scheme depended
cess orfailure.
onda

on his yes or mo. If

wold tar Pit inst of doles
tsi

8s

iN

‘th ) Bam 8

Our reports of the General Conference
have shown the course of business, We
commence this week the publication of
the Minutes, and thus show what was. ac-

tually done. Meanwhile we wish to make
special mention of a few things (hat -par-

Although Mr. Gilman may fall, and
Mr. Spencer commit theft of great mag-

J

not

The second will .easily AFTER-THOUGHTS OF OONFERENOE.

“with principle.

own

is

knowledge of God, but we must love and

ue

multitudes of .others standing to-day at
the threshold of the same career and likely
to reach the same -goal—disgrace and
the penitentiary.
We can not withhold

ourselves with him,
requirements.
Then

shall we know, if we follow onto know
the Lord, the bestof all knowledge.

gradually formed, and st length fraud to
__enable him to indulge them. There are | adversity.

a warning.

He

reveals himself to us in our inmost being,
in all his gvorks around us, and in his

ignorance and wretchedness, in the years
to come.
It is better to endow schools

William

the

believe that God is our infinite,ever pres-

It isa good thing. = The more young men

~ ptisonment of Mr.

and

First, it'is to acknowledge and realize
his existence und personality. It is not
enough to have nice theories of some
great, far off “abstraction, but we must

and women in school to-day, the more
intelligenee and happiness, and the less

V"The recent fall and confession and

world

What is it to be brought near to God?

of several of the old New England acade- mies, and may be in the movement to
open the Boston Latin school to the girls.

.and calleges thar to build

the

cries out.for God, and multitudes in dark-

classes

during

of which

church teo-have had a baleful experience.
But enough ; there is a healthful re-action
and a longing to return. The pious heart

It is encouraging, in the midst of the
hard times, to note the unusually large
«classes that have. just entered many of

4

retained the ancient faith, which

is even now the faith of all true devout
hearts. To go with Compte from faith to
philosophy, and from philosophy to skepticism, is not advancing, but retrograding

may not only find itself perplexed and
distracted, but the moral sense of the
community may receive a shock from
which it will not quickly recover.

Hillsdale and many of the western col_fages, not to mention Harvard and Yale
+ which always manage to keep a high
average, report
excellent
freshman
+ classes, both in size and in scholarship.’
This’is one of the signs of the educational
revival
which is in a degree passing
through ‘the country, and which is also
seen ‘in the increased attendance and in-

ticularly” interested us. The
crowded
out of our last issue.

same

was

The character of the Conférence

was

of the grain merchants,
; while: the price
‘of breadto the poor would have been in-

the unanimous opinion of the whole body.

There was no other disposition even hinted at than to go forward

as ‘a unit, and,

like Christian men, to ‘do the work appointed us of the Lord.
1:
9

The correspondence with other Christian bodies was warm and fraternal.
‘ You are very regular, and,we are very,
free,” said Prof. Wilkinson, ‘of Rochester

vision be made fop this

participate in it.

more the spirit of Christ.”

* All we Bap-

tists,” said Rev. Mr. McFarland, of the
Baptist church, ‘‘are one in Christ; we
agree at more points than we differ.”
Sentiments like those met
a
hearty response. - As for the union: with:
the Congregationalists, so much talked of
in certain papers, it was not so much
as mentioned on the floor of Conference.
But we trust that the united sentiment
against such a union will not
misconstrued. Freewill Baptists are
hearty

Ina

mind is fixed on the alvantages to be derived from such participation, and the

subject is left with these words:‘I have
felt that prompt action by Congress in

accepting the invitation of the government of France'is of so much interest to
to the cordial relations between the
governments of the twa countries,
that the
subject might properly bé' presented to
your attention at the present session.”
The approaching international piison

congress in

diminish erime—is one in which all civilized nations have an interest in-common,

recommended.

;

ing to it, gentlemen

go to wrangling

about the merits of the Southern
or the demerits of thevivil-service

it will be i

own

fault.

policy
order,

Whatever

may be the faults of the policy, there will
be time enough to consider them at the
regular session next winter. They will

not grow worse by waiting.

But these

buisness affairs will. The man that would
ledve his family to starve to chase a spook

wouldn't be considered a model parent.
THE AMERICAN BOARD.

At this late day we will only refer to a
few
of the prominent features of the late
was shown a purpose to go forward, to
take better care of our missionary and ed- meeting of the American Board of ComIt was
ucational interests, to occupy new fields, missioners for Foreign Missions.
the
sixty-eighth
annual
meeting.
The
atand to be more diligent in wotk for souls.

The prayer-meetings were full of faith and
earnestness, and we
many carried away
tism of’ the Spirit.
of collecting funds

haye no doubt that
from them the bapThe present system
for ‘our benevolent

Work, Was cordially approved,
trust that, so faras giving

is

hospitalities

of

the

Congregationlist

all were

well

entertained.

Music!

Hall, the largest place of meeting in the
there is a better year before us.
of visitors and eity,could not hold all who wished to gain
guests was cordial and generous. The admittance, and overplus meetings had
Christian homes of the Yillage were" t¢.be held. Among those in attendance

| The\ entertainment

pleasant thoughts to those homes that
were 80 full of genuine hospitality. The

were

eighty-seven

corporate

members,

five hundred and nine honorary members,
and eleven returned missionaties.
It was noted for the piety, culture ‘and

ability of those who

composed

it.

For

Freewill Baptist church there is full of | many years the meetings of this Board
enterprise, and under its energetic young have embraced those who have occupied
the foremost rank in these particulars,
pastor is doing a good work:
Fairport itselfis a charming village, In saying this we mean no discredit-to the
embowered in an abundance of foliage; representative men of other denominawhich with the autumn tints of the maple tions. With a representative;
and the bright red berries of the mount- clergyman as President of the
ain-ash presents just now a. gay appear- the person of Ex-President Mark
and a representative layman
ance.
It is loeated on the New York
Central Railroad, which with its four steel

tracks from Albany to Buffalo, its cheap
passenger rates, its almost overwhelming
amomt of freight and passenger traffic
between the East and West, its quick
transit and its safe management, is one of

the marvelous business enterprises of the
day.

American
Board, in
Hopkins,
as Vice-

money

therefor.

At the same time its service is of the
most exacting and dangereus kind, but

differ-

which it was considered, and the dispatch

which is beyond computation.

The pre-

In connection with this effors,

since it has paidits debt.

=

At this meeting, the reports’
from the
foreign field were encouraging. The reports made at the meetingof the Woman's

Board indicate that this organization is

undertaking and accomplishing = great
things. The re-unions of returned mis-

ees held simultaneously in three churches
were not only appropriate but also bond-

ences and providing for actual needs.

with which it was disposed of, were all
creditable to the Conferonce,snd facilitated its progress. It was a body of earnest,
self-denying,

benevolent

men.

Of

the

seven thousand dollars’ pledged in an hour

for the Bible school in India, nearly two-

session,

by which

one

party would not

The next meeting will

waukee.

aid in appropriating money to the army
till the other would aid in reducing its
size, is neatly done.

Pay these wounded,

endangered, almost exhausted soldiers
what is due them, before opening : the
wrangle over

their

numerical

strength.

Inthe atticle in question, the

but the most menial position. wMoreover,
shals
traditions, almost without exception, have
‘patriot
grown up in'the dark; and partake of the

his stale facts to prove what
8 good

|

be.held

in Mil-

ir

traditions ” are against giving woman any

kJ Go) duos

Sil NEE

Next comes a reference to the deficien-

riguts and religious liberty from first “to | Set botahes of thrpublie ach Lal
lust;andgwho
have done as much, in com- of which, the President thinks, ought to

| nomination,
who have. stood for human cles‘in the'maval, judicial ax
parison with their

vy

numbers

and wealth,

successfully.

Before

entering

upon

when

——Tae

inquisitorial links to Rev.George F. Pente-

cost to elicit a confession of heresy in the
matter of his open communion practices,

they appear to have been oblivious to the
fact

kind

the

for

&., Which it holds ‘shall’ prove good.

wi Rev.
8. Cutis will remain, treagurer; till

pe

3

a signal victory in the late election in
France,
Their majority in the Chamber of
Deputies is the more significant on account
of the bitter persecution to which they
have been subjected
by the MacMahon
govermneént. Gambetta’s persecution seems
to have swelled the vote for him, as it
was expected wonld be the case. If now
the Republicans ean use their opportunity
wisely,they may make themselves a’strong
and abiding place in the confidence of thé
people.
But Frenchmen, alas! are a fickle
people to rule.

are no churches be visited, and that a special effort be made to reach and interest
every one in the State, and to present the
gospel to all.
“Knowing,”
says Mr.
efforts are with-

be quickened and sinners converted.”
ar

——SPEAKING

the * Apostolic succession ” kind. Speaking of the Salem Association, the Baptist

of Mr. Meody reminds us

that he lately administered the sacrament
of the Lord's Supper at the Congregational church in Northfield, and his invitation

Reflector says that a letter from a
sister:
Association was received informing the Sa-

‘lem Association that one of the churches
was as follows :
;
conipostng that body ** recognized
Wd re| All who love the Lord Jesus Christ and celved alien immersions.
” ‘The Reflector
believe in the atonement, no matter to
adds:

what church you belong, or'if you don't
belong to any, come, and welcome.
It is
the Lord's table, not ours;

At

the

saifie ‘time

The case was taken up for investi
and the stateménts were found to beé

we place no re-

striction in the way.

n,
tue.

The ehurch was excluded from the: body.
When a Pedo-Baptist minister baptizes

Mr. Moody admits a

difficulty (in that invitation in what he is

by ‘immersion, Baptists

farther reported to have said :
I think that a great many old church
members come to the Lord's table who
ought not to, and a great many stay away
who ought to come.
Many tender-hearted
persons, Christians
not inside of, any
church, are afraid they shall eat and drink

for such testimony is peculiarly convineing. ‘“ Alien immersion” is a new term for
it, however,
We fear there is something
“ alien” about this affair besides the immersion,

unworthily,

——REV.

while cold-blooded

Christians,

all.

Supper began to make

New

the

Peabody

article

in

its appearance

gen-

Hampshire

Confession, in 1833; that

the prerequisite relation of baptism
to the
Lord’s Supper became thoroughly formulated. The object of the confession was
mainly to present a basis of union with the

has been ten years since the Trusof

in an

erally in the confessions of the churches,
and not till the adoption of the so-called’

of that cup.”

tees

MR. PENTECOST,

It was not until about 1820 that the prerequisite relation of baptism to the Lord's

ty or impair the essential fitness of the in-

——IT

usually feel glad,

the Independent, thus reminds us of a little coquetry which our Baptist brethren
once practiced towards Freewill Baptists :

:

Freewill Baptists, who were Arminian in

fund, for the promo-

theology, and open communion in pragrice,
The proposed compromise was: “We
will

tion of education in the South, assumed
their responsibilities. They have lately
held their annual meeting in New York
city, and from the Treasurer's report it appears that the total amount distributed
during the ten years of the board's existence was $984,450, of which Virginia got
$208,250; North Carolina, 87,600; South
Carolina, $27,650; Georgia, $71,602; Flor-

modify our ‘Calvinism ’ if'you will consent

to a strict definition of the relation of" the
ordinances”. e., close communion; whiclt
had then come to be, as it is now, the prevailing view in relation to the administra
tion of the Lord's Supper.. The bargain
failed.
0-0.

0-4

BRIEF NOTES.
Texas; 1- ~ Remember that the 28th. -and-20th—of

ida, $48,450; Alabama, $55,450; Mississip-

pt; $58,578; Louisiana; $55,850;
$18,600;

Arkansas,

$60,600;

month are the

Tennessee,

Sunday-chools.

$191,650; and West Virginia, $107,710.
The total sum gistributed last year was
$89,400, of which Virginia received $18,
250; North Carolina, $4,900; South Carolina,

$4,300;

Georgia,’

$4,000;"

|,

!

for prayer

this

for

.

.

*¢ Irenzus’” declares that

it is as’ proper to

expel Jesuits from 4 cottntry as it 1§ to hang
Rev. Dr. Tyng, at seventy-eight, ‘has: recoyered from his recent long and, severe illness,

$6,500; Alabama; $3,700; Mississippi, $5,900; Louisiana, $2,000;
Tgxas, $10,800;

andis in his pulpit agpin.

Ang

It is said that a company of twois the libgest

Arkansas, $6,300; Tennessee, $15,850; and

one that con perform a josirney

West, Virginia,
$6,810. ;, The
Trustees
-seem to be faithfully carrying out the intentions of Mr. Peabody, who wished especially that the ineome of thé fund should

be so distributed as to induce
ern people to help themselves.

days set: apart

traitors or kill snakes.’

Florida,

harmoniously

together, and ane of these. must be: without inAH
THEE
dividuality.

We shidl continue ‘the publication of ‘the’
“ Minutes” of thie. General ' Conferetice, which

the South;

begins this week on ou second’ puge, ‘until it
is completed. '

pith

Ne 3

Don’t write anything. on your, postal cards:
you are unwilling.te, have postmasters read.
By rolings of the post-office department they
enue Baptist church would take the course have a perfect right to read every word of your
that it has in refusing to accept the resig- | communication, audgsome of them do it.
;
nation of its pastor, and in deciding to
Let Free Baptists remember that only four
stand by himso long as he stands by truth. "months are left to raise $5000 for Bates Col“If,” says Mr. Pentecost, ‘‘ the doctrine lege, and thus meet the ‘condition on which
of believers’ baptism can not be defended Mr. Bates subscribed his’ ast hundred thou- *
y
kh
a dts
as
and maintained without this perversion of sand.

~——WE had no doubt that the Warren Av-.

the Lord's Supper from its original design,

Itis

it can mot be defended at all; and if the

spending

Baptist

denomination

can

only be

keyed

i

;

to

|

said that the [Roman
$600,000

this

Catholics are
work

year in their

among the freedmen of the South alone. This

adds emphasis to what the Principal of Har-

per’s Ferry Normal school said at the Confer

ence in Fairport two weeks ago.

should cease from the earth, acknowledging her mission to be complete.”

:

;

Rev. J. Milliken, a Presbyterian ‘minister,

|

and one of the Professors in the Ohio ‘Agrienl-

eed

110d

i

| clergyman
res, md whoouswould,oftpravé,,
of 1000
ay ir‘of whieh
oy Sor
dd fe plata
that, Tam.
sire In direct eonliet with, Js ean vie:

Let his heart ‘be cheersd and! Paine died suffering the pangs; of, remorse

Christian work promoted’ by freqhént

be provided for before the regular session. ‘contributions.

There is a dif-

tural Collége.has withdrawn from that church,
In ‘manly letter to his Presbytery he states
will be remembered
that last suis /the reasons. iii
it in ihre Miva
the notes, : A
mer Col, Robert Ingersoll, the frfidel lect: | both duty and honor fo, remain in the
minle-

‘rue only on condition that all
Juni

he kept a little mazhine of that

on hand of his own.

——THE Republicans seem to have achieved

forward the work among

and

that

ference of opinion, of course, on the question as to which machine worked the best
at the competitive trial, but from the array of ancient. Baptist constitutions and
standards employed by Mr. Pentecost, we
incline to think that he will extorta eonfession of heresy from his inquisitors, and
show that the ancient landmarks divide
close-communion off on the wrong side of
the line.
;

far better, in my humble judgment, that it

strengthen feeble chufches,

Interior, looking on as a disinter-

the Boston Association.
It comments as
follows :
:
i
When the Baptist brethren applied the

together by close communion, it would ‘be’

the freedmen,

of

the case of the Warren Avenue church and

union meetings be

vain human

pyramid

ested spectator, seems to get a very cledr
idea of the real state of affairs involved in

isters and churches In thelr discretion
deem best; and that points where there

‘ how

a solid

Ingersoll's rhetorical displays will scarcely

inaugurated, beginning on Sunday, Nov.
4, and that special services be held during
the month at such times and places as"min-

Moody,

on

start the pyramid from its base.

a circular letter to the pastors of the State,
inviting their co-operation, and suggesting
practicable,

dying, but

facts eighteen hundred years high! Mr.

work in New Hampshire, Mr. Mood} sends
that, where

the practices of Tom Paine or Voltaire

when" living, or their particular conceit

of the time. The work has opened very

;

for his previous life and

belief.

The, New

York Observer redponded to the challenge,

4
1]

on

ministers and others are working outside.
The month of October is being spent in Vermont. - Mr. Moody and Mr. Sankey are laboring in Burlington; Maj. Whittle and
Mr.McGranahan,in Rutland; Mr. Needham
and Mr. Cato, in Bennington; and Mr.
Morehouse, in St. Johnsbury.
Mr. Sankey will begwith Mr. Morehouse a portion

They saw the need, and meant to supply had to do a soldier's duty on the plains ment that the Society is’ out’ of debt 'is

this winter.

erating power of the gospel do not depend

tion. The opportunity
that is now sought
for them may be for the present dented,
but it is coming as surely as the sunrise,

Home Missions. The Home Mission
Society is in great need of funds to carry

thirds were given by ministers whose sal- That is the President's policy. We wish the church-extension. Thesé interests apary affords no margin of expendi ure. Congressman who doesn’t approve of it peal strongly for help. The recent state
it: It is men of that spirit, who have

champion of Tom Paine evades the issue
and spends all his inky rhetoric ‘and’ mar.

with a constituency corresponding with
vitation.
It is the communicant who is
these officials, the whole: story is told.
responsible.
‘‘Let a man examine himself,
Such a body carries with it a moral force “and so let him eat of that bread and drink

performed without complaint. Moreover, ‘sionaries, as well as those of ozher Christhe army exists by law, but fights on:
tian workers, were precious and stimucredit because the lawmakers have lating occasions. - The communion servithought more of insisting on their personal opinions than of compromising

by the ‘metropolitan’ dailies in the

West, attacking like a blackguard
the /0b-

In India to-dsy * all the

But the difficulty does not mar the beau-

—ineidents
and -—neote—
eral were looking for in the President's worthy instances.of self-denial. The sucmessage.
What they will find is a plain, cess of the undertaking affords a striking
direct statement of two’ or three ‘things |" proof of the value of laymen in religious
that require legislation. The very first and denominational gatherings. The Board
line of the document suggests busiuess. determinedfo raise half a million dollars
There is nd circumlocution. It would be to carry on its werk during the coming
difficult to present a malter more nakedly year. It will succeed in this. much easier

refused to, appropriate

in part

server.

and civilization.

E. Dodge, and its gifted Secretaries, in
the persons of Drs, Clark and Alden, and

We do not know what peoplein gen- | -there-were-thri

First, there is the army which is serving without pay because the last Congress

1s quite generally republishedin whole
or

ught not to be received.
Since the creation, the argument of tradition is the one

President, in the person of Hon, William

vious reputation of the Bourd, in every |
Our personal satisfaction in meeting at | pariicular, was sustained by the eomposithe Conference brethren whom we had tion, debates and acts of the recent meetbefore known only by name, was very ing.
The most notable thing dene at Provigreat. We have clasped their hands, and
dence
was the raising of some $50,000 to
looked into their faces, and are no more
strangers. May we all go forward in the pay the debt in which the Board found ittruth, serving the Master and blessing the self involved. Williout any previous
world. The Lord will keep what we thus plan, a layman in the person of Ex-Gov.
Page, of Vt., led in the movement, aad
‘commit to his hands.
as'the result of the enthusiastic efforts of
++ Ore —
a single houl§ nearly the entire sum was
THE MESSAGE.

and yet more completely than the President presents the topics of his message.

umn article in the Peoria.Call, and hich

are against the

admission of girls, and that therefore they

who don’t at all understand the true meaning of the Supper, have no compunction at

pledged.

Ang

course has been arranged for boys, that lawyer and knows, the value of adver
tising
the girls are not able to pursue it, that all himself, comes out with a five
or, §ix | colthe traditions of the school

CET

concerned, yet’

of

now Col. Ingersoll, who is a politi
cian and a

out the guidance and blessing of God, we
ask all ministers and Christian people to
tendance was commendably large. Be- make the work one of special prayer durtween 2500 and 3000 persons received en- ing the month, praying that we and al! entertainment through the committee ap- gaged in this work may be guided and
pointed for that purpose. Though the! led of the Holy Spirit; that Christians may

and We |

thrown open almost without regard to
sect ; and now from. parish after parish
throughout our whole Zion there go back

beastly life” aud died alike death.

but. its session was postponed and the McGranahan, Mr. Needham, Mr. Cato and
money was ¢overed into the treasury. The Mr. Morehouse. They will occupy four
re-appropriation of the same sum is now of the prominent points of the State, while

age like that.
There was an aggressive spirit in the
Conference. In all its deliberations there

money part

sively that Paine lived ‘a drunken ang

already been made to enable the United \ 4th. Messrs. Moody and Sankey are to be
States to be represented in such a congress, assisted in the work by Major Whittle, Mr.

an aver-

accepting the

the proposition,
and showed pretty conclu-

and the congress of Stockholm seems
——
likely to prove the most important convention ever held for the study of this ——Tre Moody and Sankey campaign in
grave question.
An appropriation
has : New Hampshire will begin Sunday, Nov.

work ; but they still believe, like

of a pastor's life, to have made

nbt however

his
: hero was
was, and that he did not
die remorseful ot eritent. | The, evidence
mold and fungus of all such’ growths. It
Stockholm is the: next and 18 ‘not manly or ‘Christian to withhold an on this point is certaifarnly
from decisive
to which the attention of oppottunity from any person capable of either way, but is really of small moment,
called. The problem which improving it. And it is idle to question and not worth the powder. - Fortunately,
proposes to siudy—How to the capability of girls in this special direc- the inspiration of the Bible and the, régen-

accord with the spirit of Christian fellowship and of co-operationin all Christian
other denominations, that ‘they can best
do their part of the Master’s work through
their own organization.
The report of the Committee on Necrology was suggestive. Seventy-nine of
our clergymen have died during the last
three years, whose average age was above
sixty-five years. There must have been
ample compensation, both spiritual and
physical amidst the trials and distractions

~ OURRENT TOPIOS.

the people of this country, and so suitable first opposed to the advance of intelligence

Now notice that in this document there
is no reference to a presidential policy
—no more than to the moons of Mars.
Congress is called for -business. That
business is stated. If, instead of aftend-

all the

+

——WE hardly feel the force of the arguthat some pros | ments thus far presented against admitting
governmentto girls to the boys’ Latin school in Boston,
few words the They amount principally to thie, that..the

in France, and suggests

University ; “and I have no doubt ‘that last subject
the difference between us consists: more Congress is
in words than in things.” Said Rev. Mr. the congress
Butler, of the
Congregational body,
‘¢ Christian union must come about by
the whole Church. illustrating more and

-

The President then calls attention to
the approaching international Exhibition

It contained many of our.best The President does not actually say as strengthening and life-giving. In short,
men. The readiness with which business much as that, but he suggests it. His the late meeting was all that the most arwas prepared, the intelligence with ,quiet reference to the dead lock of last | dent friends of the Board could desire.

excellent.

made the anti-slavery record of the de-

me

was

themselves, and that they had honest and

.or the Christian that has never experienc-

in their history.
Dartmouth, Amherst,
Rochester University, Wellesley, Vassar,

of the Conference

better than that, he acted

And,

the penitentiary;

Maine have the largest freshman

The harmony

unbroken. There was discussion enough
to show" that its members thought for

said No!

which we have either attended or read
about lately, has been, ‘Work and Give.”
“There are churches to-day,” says a contemporary, “which are struggling under
debt, and are in danger of dying, which
might be brought into new life and liberty
throughan endeavor to start and support
another mission school and to keep up a
few outside prayer-meetings.” The church

taken.

for the cause of education, and in all benevolent enterprises, as any other people.

almost certainly avert ruin and suffering
from others. The point is, Mr. Binghani

you can train
hood as that.
than to enjoy
Gilman's and

The remedy for weak churches and
a low

as this when

it is so difficult for the poor to find work!
If he said no, he would lose hundreds, per-
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"The people of Chicago have

gratified that the services ef
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reason to feel

Dr, Joim Lord:
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a right to claim their patron‘have been secured for a course of twelve lect- this school has

pe of his charge

ures

work.

in so central

There will be

age; therefore we implore

a placeas Hershey Hall,

tom, Charlemagne, Dante,

you

to ssnd

Chrysgs:

We

the school may get rid of its financial emb

‘and New York have received these lectures
“vith great favor,
I) Het

co-operating’ with him

his la-

inthe

The - next Interaatioual

good

WATERVILLE

Q. M.—Hold

bi]

Sunday-school

Keep’s Custom Shirts made to measure,

Convention will be held at Atlanta, Ga.,
April 17th

t0:19th,1878. This" iy the se-

conventions;

and it will” be the first to

‘meet in: one of the Southern states.

The Young Men's Christian ‘Association

large,a

ability. and zeal, usually two to each place,to

e

)

eit

at, a small
!

Lowell

commission on

R P Donnell

StenCon

tions for slipper-making.,

heretofore

The Alliance has

accordance with

been among: our best exchanges,
!

loi

cises were as follows: Prayer

diction by the candidate,

preceding years. Although its financial pros-peets are not such as might be wished, yet a
rrapid inereuse in numbers will, in time, supwants,

The

following,

-seen in the college cataloguelare

us

some of the

grounds on whieh the college solicits aid of
‘the friends and benefactors of education generally :
:

First, it has from its begioning been open to

ladies, in this respect taking the le:id of
New Englund colleges.

Secondly, although it was

founded

all the

with the

‘gpecific purpose of promoting the education of
the ministry of the Freé Baptist denomination,
it is emivently unsectarian and liberal in the

spirit of its management.
Thirdly, it is a college where the seale of ex-

The past three or four years have

bave

Lord’s work.

H.

M.

Rev. A. Jones writes that one

Q. M.—Held

tell.”

us to

Five years have elupsed
Cromwell,

Towa,

and

commenced

forty-five by revival and

Introductory

Hav-

Jan.

4—6, 1878,

baptized

;

.

transacted.

La

here to. mention,

lands, they might

winters, and

session,
10.62.

on

support

a cool,

In the social

Contribution
ve

session
:

'

condueted

brac-|.

and but little consumption,
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Ordination.

'

tended

“with the Harris-¢hurch, aud proceeded

by

the

Anat

meeting

pug

wy

to ex-

good.

Te

14-16.

Semi-

The

We haye a full Boprd

are thoroughly fitted for

-Let all our Free Baptist people remember that

at

Enjoyed

Montville

a good

“t

i

YIOL

8

OTT

Roc
| sion Wd

Center, Sept.

Clerk.

Ta

wan

AN;
. M.—Held its, Aug. sesle Siok Shari 1 wis a pleas-

Ant und profitabie seuson.'

There wud

a fiir

attendance, snd the public and socinl meetings

J

Village.

session

© There

and _dele-

hopefully,

°

True la-

Brown, Gettysburg; J. M. Buckley, Stamford, Conn.; G.'W. Samson, New York;
J. B. Thomas, Brooklyn; R. W. Clark,
Albany;

J.

B.

W. X. Ninde,

Angell,

Humphrey,

ion,” * Home Missions,”
‘Co-operation
among Denominations,” ¢ Relation of eur

Christian Civilization,” ‘Education as a
Means of Evangelizing the Nations,” “The
Tendencies of Modern Thought as Related
to Romanism and Rationalism,” ‘¢ Modern
Literature as Affected by Rationalism.”

1878.

Register.

1878.

Send in your orders for the REGISTER of
1878.

Price, 96 cents per

dozen,

will bé added. ' For fifty or more copies,
will

be

returned

unsold

after

This work meets

with special favor from

who have seen it. Every pastor should
have a copy, and some clerks of churches
and Q. M's are buyingit to aid in the business transactions. It ought to have a general sale.

Episcopal
by

Price,

75

cents,

for leather, flexible cover;
cloth.

postage

paid,

RULES OF ORDER,” is the title of a little’book in thick paper

covers,

containing

the last fifteen pages of the ¢ Manual,”
designed especially for deliberative bodies.
The very book for all young men who
want a full and yet concise statement of

‘parliamentary rules.

Price 10 cents per

copy, or ninety cents per dozen, and post-

age paid.

£441

Gain

Send orders to
ie
:
I. D. STEWART, Dover, N. H., or,
A. H. HuLING, Madison 8t., Chicago, Ill.

Business Potices.

Bishop.

but mentions with special

énjoins upop the provincial govérnment to

For lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutri.
tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
with more ULenefit secured to the patient thau
with double the quantity of any liquid oil. The
most delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by
Pruggists and EH. TRUEX, 8 Platt 8t.,New York.
J
“ly
Ladies who have tested the Raven
Stove Polish will never usé any oth
gle trial will convince the most incredulous.

Aut

: ad nen

Nebraska has 86,191 'Sunday-school
children between the agés of Band21.

The oldest church in the Christian world

3 said to be at Orleansville;in thé diodese

To

.

4%

n

Conswmptives,~=-Many

have

been

happy to give their testimony in favor of the use
of “Wilbor’s Pure Cod LiverOil and Lime.” Ex.

generally,

:

B., and

wad

itis

Hiram

Miss Susan A

r,

N.

H,,

.

Rev.

-r

N. Brooks,

4

CRI

A

Mothers who dose their darlings with
drastic purgatives incur a fearful respon: ibility.
The
gentle, moderate, (yet effective), laxative, al.
terative. and anti-bilious operation
of

Tarrant's Effervescent Seltzer, Aperient,

peculiarly adapts it to the disorders o;

ren.

CARBOLIC SALVE,

The most

powerful healing agent ever discovered.

veIClans
ant

give it the

yegcribe

it

the wors
moves

highest

In sheir

praise,

practice.

ores, 4 Hy8
Pimples an

:

Cures’in

6 »ain
otches,

o
and

TL rIS, re.
yi

ST
Dlutectant.
Ti heats The Tir oT a Ssives:
Sewer
For Tor sale by aT rogers:
intmentg

and

other

healin

ompou

5.

Price,’

JOHN' F. HENRY, CURRAN& CO.,
[6t42] 8 and 9 College Place, New York.

Welconie Tidings

Boctety.

NEW SUNDAY SCHOOL SONG BOE.
It has been received with marked fa«
vor everywhere,. The * Sunday School

Post-Office Addresses.

Letters

Times?’ says, in a careful review of six
of the latest and most extensively ad ver

ie

tised Sunday-S
Song choo
Books, ¢lWe.
pronounce the last book on our he,

Received.

¢ WELCOME
TIDINGS,” to
judgment DECIDEDLY THE

Aller & James—G
8 Andrews~H H Acterian—N
Brovks—H B Baich—L Clark—I D Clark—8 Cohoon—
Mrs N Colding—W L Dennis—J 8 Dinsmore 2- F E
Dayisonr) B Dalrymple—M D. Everest—J Fdgecon
=M
Finch—M W Favor—J Fullontoo—MW Hedge
errick—) W Hills—L M
Hilton—E 8
Harmon—B F
Halleck—O A Husseyv.-W M Jenkins—M
N'Kundson
—A Libby - J Lamire—H Litchfield—E H Leonard—J
M Langworthy—D E Land—S 8 Meddaugh—A F Mars-

Price, $30 per 100; 35 cents by Mail,

ton+~C Mitchell—8 C Pring—) D Prescojt—dJ N Rich—

Books

BIGLOW & MAIN, | J. CHURCH & 00,
NEW

I N Rith Gilford Village N H.
Geo A Taylor Colby Wis.
q
N © Brackett
arper’s Ferry 'W Va,
Durkee Phoenix N Y,
8'1 Royal Lewiston Me.
f

EXPRESSD Lothrop. & Co Beston Mass.
Rev 8 4 Gould New Sharon Me,
Rev J Erskine Meredith Vill
NH, 7
Home
Ridgeville

ch Ind per JM

Davis

4.00

50

he

do Hiukley O
ad
do Chagrin Falls O for Qirls’ Board
ing school Harper’s Ferry
hig
do ClevelandQ M
ha
Mrs A C Newman Ashtabula O per I D Stewperl

1 BishBishop

'

Somerville ch Mass per J Rand

0%

yn

6.60

8.00

Seneca & Huron Q M O per J B Lash
Pittsfield ch N H per F E Davison
Kewanee ch 111 per B A-Gurney
Walnut Creek St m
Miss C F Carpenter Racine Wis per J B Palmer
Wash St ch Dover N H per G C
Waterman
Huntington Q M Vtper J Clarl
Van Buren Q M Ie per D K Helterbran
Ohio & Pa Y M
F B Miss Soc E Otisfield Me
.

5,00
1,77
3.25
2.40
1.00
14.50
6.00
7.00
3 64
6.60

Hilledale ch Wich ver J J Butler ,
Contoocook ch N H per J C Osg!

8.0
1.86

i

do W Charleston Vt

6.756

NLM

do 8 Strafford Vt
do Liuneus Me
do W

Buxton

:

When long continued are pains in the head, dizzi-

blood, colic, and especially the

PILES.
The grand proximate cause of Dyspepsia is debility of the stomach. The tor idity of the liver is
ADPpaTent from the small gnantity of bile discharged

from that org

right side.

«n, and also by

Under whichever

a dull pain in the

form

DYSPEPSIA
Appears there is always languor or debility, exertion fatigues, the pulse is weak, the sleep Nore
ed, the extremities cold, the tongue for the most
patt furred or covered with a creamy mucous in .
the morning. NO person with a constiputed or irregular 8
ofthe bowels can have sound health.
t is evident. that rome gentle laxative, slightly
stimulant to the mucous membrane ot the intestines, joined with a tonic, that inoreases the secre
tions of the liver and gradually strengthening the
stomach. mu:t be a reasonable combination and
reach the case.

That/this combination will do; for

Jiecs of which we are

happy

to be able to refer

hose heretofore disappointed, fo the most reliable

hysiciaus, who fave leng used this remedy¥n
their practice; and also to evéry apothecary by
whom the Perist.ltic Lozenges are sold.
These Lozenges will repair
the mischief

2.20
1.2

Me

1.00

do Mount Vernon Lowell Mass
do Whitefield N H

9.00
4.00

They are

80 agreeable

to the taste, and conven-

ient in form, that chilren eat them readily :fter
reje ting the usual nauseous remedies. In those
symptoms, supposed to indicate the presence of
Worms, they are a proper remedy.
Price, 30 and 60 Cents,
For sale by druggists,or by mail on receipt of price in P.O. stamps

or money.

J
i
SILAS CURTIS, Tv
Concord, N H.
In Star of Oct. 3, instead of $39 credited to the Lancaster church, it should read 89 cents,

Education

1.40
1.89
.

Chas St (Ch Dover N.H
do W Buxton Me
do 1 Lisbon Me
do W Lebanon Me
do Hink!8y O
Abble Hutchins Garland Me
Cleveland Q M
Colby E N Fernald in Sept.
Ohio &PaY M
Miss
EM Haines Biddeford Me
Ch Houlton Me
do W Charleston Vt
F B Miss Soc E Otisfield Me
Ch 8 Strafford Vt
do Linneus Me
z
do \W Buxton Me
do Mt Vernon Lowell Mass
do Whitefield N H
A E Boynton Newtield Me
WL: Noyes Lyndon Center Vt
H Butts

8.00
2.00
2.00
1.07
4.00
94
5.38
J
+

M Haines Biddeford Me

Foreign

y

E. S. HARRISON & €0.,
49 UNION

STREET,

BOSTON,
52teow10

Society?”

Church Gilmanton Iron Works N.H per J B
Laighton
do P'ittsfield NH per, PF E Davison
Harriet N Chase Pawtucket Installment on
note
MDP Bristol N H
Ridgeville ch Ind
per J M Davis
ry
Lancaster ch N H per A L, Morey
Belmont ch N H per M A
Quimby
Oontoocook ch N H per J C Osgood
Wash st ch Dover N H per G C Waterman
Collected by E N Fernald'In Aug.
E A Tourtelotte Pawtucket R'I
Lucy L White
;
:

BILAS CURTIS,

:

1.00

Huron
Mich per J Ashle
Fairport N Y ber L A
Crandall
Mrs R Hoyt Ft Fairfield Me

M10!
EQ

$2.50.

Sermons.

700 (octavo)

pages. Price,’

H.S. GOODSPEED & CO., New York or’

Cincinnati, O. !

A LIVE TEACHER
WRITES,

“THE

SONG

HERALD

L

:

is a Grand

Book,

have already ordered 212 copies.”

. —FOR~
SINGING CLASSES and CON
There certainly’ has never before

book of musical instruction and bea
-go complete in all its departments as

NTIONS
appeared a

Gh

music,

_ “THE SONG HERALD.”
New
;

Edition Ready.
192 Pages.
Cents; $7.50 a Doz.

Price 75
A

Are You One of the 90 and 9?
This is the title of a new sacred song that is be-

coming widely popular. It has a thnlling effect
when well sung,
Price 3) cents.,

7.00

-CHURCH’S MUSICAL VISITOR.
The INDEPENDENT
JOURNAL of MUSIC
The new voltmu, begining wish October nur.

Missions.

Woman's Miss Soc Belmont N H per M A}

Moody’s New
Address and Prayers.

70.96

1Tveas.

Somerville Mass per J Rand

AGENTS
WANTED : FOR
Eo

4

1,00
0.00

4.40
£0
. 10
153
40
1.00
245
1
1.82
10
12.25
| b8
2.90
110
© 80
BU
6.00
2.00
1.00
"5.00
5.00

“

caused

_200 | by the excessive use of those ‘Patent Pills,” with
w hich the market has Tor years been flooded.
1.00

| Elijah Wheeler Albay Me
Me

/

ness, nausea or sickness at the stomach, general
uneasiness in the abdominal region, congestion of
the liver, and hence an impeded circulation of the

80
14 50

Belmont ch N H toward making John Ladd L M
oar MA
3

A E Boynton Newfield
Church Houltou Me

|

COSTIVENESS

5.75

Paige St ch Lowell Mass per L G Howe
10.00
Whitefield ch N H per A LL Morey
540
Lisbon Q M
:
*
8.58
Lancaster ch N H
hd
;
1.26
Monnd City Q M Ill for Cairo Miss per J S Man- Ba
ning
.
Browntield ch Me for Girls’ Boarding-house
.
8.00
Harper's Ferry per J Granville
per
EN Fernald
8.1
Church Dover Chas St N H
hi
1.20
djW Buxtop-Me
do Hollis Mé'for Freedmen
od
1.00
do W Lebanon Me
J
se
8.70

Tama‘ama Q M I owa

CINCINNATI,

The effects of

Mission.

.do 1 Lisbon Me

YORK.

PERISTALTIC
LOZENGES.

Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

Rev
* Rev
Rev
J H
Mrs

be ino
BEST OF

THE SIX.”

C K Richardson -E Randall=I Slater -A' L Smith—F
A Stanford—S 8 Stone—S W Tilton—8 om
son—(
Whesler—J E Wells—F P Worwuwood—-W
C Whitoher
—dJ H Wheeler,
(

MP Gt Bend Ex’
Pa
perience has provedit tobe a valuable remedy Richriond
Gr M° ser
@ Pegs
!
Me’per
for Consumption, Asthma, Diptheria and al, , dis- Mre
; ) % R Whitman Bowdoinham
:

eases of the Throat and Lungs. Manuf. only by
A. B. Wilbor, Chemist, Boston, Sold by druggists

Parker,of

Vo

session

Rev A H Morrell Harpers Ferry W Va.
Rev FH Partridge Monn Ara N C,

Elleh

Rev.J.W,

no) NY V4

Free Baptist church edifice at West StephenN. Y., will be dedicated Sauuday, Nov. 3.
I.
B. COLEMAN.

Concord, N. H.

:

by

Ph

WrLhd Clinrles.
E. Marsh, of 8., and Biss Ena Moullon,
in,

Clerk,

and 60° cents in

éd by the Aéddemy of Medicine of New York

favor the work of Christian missjpus, and

ut

copies

QUERUS COD LIVER OIL JELLY, spprov-

The government of. China has issued a
proclamation . which not only favors relig-

favor their work.

for

‘The money

The ‘Minister's Manual.

J. S. HARRINGTON, Clerk.

{ous toleration,

postage

paid if the money accompanies the order;
otherwise postage of one’ cent per copy

t. 17.

Northwood,

Mary ha

session with the

Humphrey Ligonier [nd fiom the
Institutions of Learning tothe Christiani- Mrs Aavails
of a missionary sheep
ty of our Country,” ‘“ The Religious Press : Mrs B Kenson Hinesburg Vt per H G Corlig

its - Mission,”
¢ Religion
and
Politics,”
¢¢ The Influence of Foreign Missions in our

of

©. Lothrop

and
\ Miss Caro
‘aro-

Dedication.

Ann Arbor, Mich. ;

Detroit; E. P.

Louisville; ‘and Arthur Mitchell, Chicago.
The following are the topics: ‘ History
and Purposes of the Alliance,” ‘Use and
Abuse of Denominationalism,” ‘ Mahommedanism and Human Rights,” ¢ Denominationalism in its relation to Christian Un-

by Rev. G. R. Hot.

Reformed

Among

the essayists are Drs Philip Schaff, J. A.

Opén-

of Algiers. It was erected A. D. 823, soon
»
snd the peo- after the conversion of Constantine,

were greatly enjoyed. We found Bro.

boring earnestly and

Oct.

Encouraging letters were received from

A church of the

w
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. faith was organized recently
‘Fallows in Washington, D. C.

season, excellent

_E. Prescorr,
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at Re
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Next session with the Dover chur¢h,

0
and Prospect Q. M’s,which adus
‘ed much to the interest of the session.
} Nest sgtaion with the church at North
Montville,
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1416...
©
y
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- W. A. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
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of the

AHianee will meet at Detroit;

Mich,, Oct. 80th, closing Noy. 2d,
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by Rev, H, P. MansRicker:
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Mr, EN.
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The annual Meeting of the Fregaill Baptist Foreign
Mission Society will be held
In the vestry of the
Washington Street Freewill Baptist church, Dover,
N.H., on Wednesday, Nov.7, at 11,A. Mm, for the
election ofofficers and for the transaction of any busi=
ness that may legally come before it.
3
3143
Cpias. 8. PERKINS, Rec, Sec.

impress- 1 all

aud sinuers

largely given to meetings for worship, which
were attended by large congregations, whose
devotions were desp and ferveat.

M.—Held its Sept. session

church

\

£

—to-work.—Duty-

most of the churches.
Bu-mess was promptly
and harmoniously dispatched, and the time

preaching, and » fefreshing time,
.Corresponding
delegates were present from Edge

and

winter term’ begins Deo, 4.

the

Foreign

w.

N. H ., apt 30, by

Greenwood, Me.

C. W. NELSON, Clerk.

,

y

a A. Johnson, both

In Bartlett,

Mr. Wm, A,

from a loss

WASHINGTON Q. M. (Pa.) holds.
its rext
with Lake Pleasantchurch, Nov. 2Wu. H. CUTLER,

taken by it-to“provide for any |—

dne effort to dispose of them.’

Clerk.

Beligions. Siscellang,

v W. INGERICK, Clerk.

“MONTVILLE Q.
with

The school numbers now, upwards of sixty

at-

:

was # good attendance of ministers

Q. M.—Held its Sept. session
‘in Middlebury. = Interestof

was very

3, P.M.

This Council adopted a decla-

THE second Biennial Conference

Moultonborou,

‘W. Phelps and

WENTWORTH
Q, M. will
be held at Wentworth,
commencing - Friday e
g, ‘Nov. 2; ‘and
* continue
over the Sabbath. Conference will meet Saturday, at

subsequent meeting. The permanent Coun:
cil grew out of the Convention held in Chi-

session

A. D. FAIRBANKS,

gloritied,

n

Herrick church, Nov, 2—4.
Conference, Friday, at
6.30,P. M. Opening sermon by Rev., Geo, Stone.” A
full attendance is requested at the Conference as business of importance is expected.
0. C. WHITNEY, Clerk,

‘ration of, faith and a platform of church
polity; and, althongh it greatly promoted
golly of feeling
in the denomination, no|

three days.

gates.”

@Quatterly Weetings,
Toca Co.
with ‘the church

‘the South.

at the rate of $7 per hundred.

ing sermou

their work, by earnest. study and much, experience in teaching,in the gst, sehools in New |

-students.

Clerk.

last

Rev. C. B. Peckham, and

with the church

usage of the Freewill Baptist denomination.
x
1. Z. HANING.

CoM.

, quoi to

its

with some revi: al.

HILLSDALE Q.

wmaine and ordain. Bro. Simeon Weed to the
work of the gospel ministry, according to the

Green Mountain Seminary.

and intellectual Wultures

GiBsoNQ. M. will hold = next

Next session with the 1st Effingham church,
commencing Nov. 2, at 2: P. m:, and holding

opening sermon.

Q.M.

>

A

M.—Held

}

an teresting
Q. M —Held
McDoNovGgH
and profitable session.
Subjects of interest
were discussed. among them that in relytion to
a Sabbath-school meeting at each res iod of the
. M. i:1t was resolved that a meeting in the
interest of the Sabbath-school be held at the
next session on Saiurday eveniug, in charge of
Rev. S. W. Schoonover.
:
Next session at Willett, commencing Friday,
Dec 1. Rev. C. A. Morehouse to preach the

at from

The council appointed. by the Athens

success, and tender to his bereaved fail 4
: surance of their ‘sympathy in his unity

give their pupils: a thorough ang liberal moral

Ua

churéh

OAKLAND (Mich.) Q. M —Held its last session Oct. 12—14.
We enjoyed *‘ a feast of fai
Why? Bethings” with the Highland church.
cuuse the assembled brethren and sisters trust

at the Angust term, consisting of Revs: J. M.
Martin, B. V. Pewksbury and I. Z. Haniny,'
met according to arrangements, on Aug. 30,

/ scheol, gave promise ‘of great usplulness

“Bngiund.. 1, Is the purpesaof the. Faculty fo

Missions,

Monticello

with the 2nd Wolfboro’ church, and was a
rofitable season. The presence and help of
ro’s Ricker, Brown, “and Peckham added
much to the worthof the meeting.
The meetings were continued for a number of days,

Cromwell, Towa,

j00!'Committes learn
;
4
whoa, TUR Ae eos
Mr. Murtin AL
Way, elassical teacher (in® the High School,
who, during nis short: connection with he

of instructors, who

for’ Home

the

L. W. FARNHAM,

WOLFBOLO' Q.

twenty to thirty dollars per aére, within four
miles of the railroad.
We would be pleased
to have many more of our brethren settle here
near us.
M, S. HUBBELL.

tras adopted by the school’ board of Portland:

hopeful circumstances.

with

P. M.
“Pree.7, atl,

in sum-

Improved Iand can be bought here

three

pleasing

meeting

good Free Baptist merchant bere,

than his brijliancy #8 a scholar.
The following resolution respecting bis death

very

conference

and we hope Free Baptists, thinking of go- ed. Hope dawns for burlitile Q. M. Collec&
ing West, will look at this location, and, stop tions for missions, $23.20.
Next session with tne 1st Salem church.
where there is a church.
We would like a
E. M. Corey, Clerk.

Jess prominent were his virtues as a Christian

nary opened Sept. 4, under

Clerk.

the feeling prevailed that we had come together for a purpose.
vore than usual interest
was manifested in the salvation of the impenitent. The pulpit. efforts, true to its
work,
were efficient, sympathetic and inviting.
The
death of Dea. Nelson Frost, formerly of the
Fayette church, was announced.
Rev. R. W.
Bryant will preach the opening sermon at next

mer. For health 1 do not believe it can be
bettered anywhere. We have no fever and ague

a fine scholar andan earnesp Christian; and no

Mountain

W. A. HEADRICK,

two this

I have

ing atmosphere much like Mmnesota

ed in typhoid fever, which termivated his
earthly existence early in Sept. Mr. Way was

The full term of the Green

not repre-

ful for the future.

we have open, dry

as Salu-

#2.

were

by

Nearly all the churches were represented. The
usual routine of business was harmoniously

invest in farming

when he 100k a violent cold, that’ result-

Oct.

Wm.

is hope-

yeurs at Woonsocket, R. I., and then, came. to
Portland, Me., as classical teacher in the High
School, Here, he had just entered upon his

Me.

Three

by Rev,

represented

The church is united in its work and

supported by the Home
Mission for a time,
If such as have property could come here and

friends.” During the four years spent in Lewiston he mude ‘muny friends and: leuves ber

Lewiston,

:

THE Independent,speaking of the National Congregational Council which met last
week in Detroit, says :
In the East, as we have already said,
Congregationalists do not regard the Council with favor. They hold that whenever
there are important subjects upon which it
is desirable to have the sentiment of

Evangelical

its last

LAFAYETTE Q M.—Held
its last session
with the York Praizie church, Sept. 7—9.

could be established if minigters could only be

und = college

i} i auliine 08

Clerk.

Chase, from Conneaut, Ohio, has been secur:d
#8 pastor and is now entering upon hiswork,

While our church has been increasing the
country around us has been settling and im.
proving rapidly,
There are many towns and
rural distr.cts where Free Haptist churches

«Amidst eur prosperity we: are forced to listén to unwelcome news from: the
Alumoi,in
the death of Mr. Martin Al Way, class of 74,
at Portland, Me. 1 Mr. Way was greatly es-

death,

churches were

letter ind Uelegates,

efforts

immigration.

summer.

and sustaining two literary societies.

Vv

M. BAXTER,

sented.
The following ministers were present:
Rev’s Blazer, Hensley,
Pannel,
Ledbetter,
Bailey, Heudrick.
‘This session of our Q. M.
was the most interesting of any that I have

As an agricultural and stock-raising country,
ed and managed by editors and 8 manager se- it is nearly equal to the, best portions of Ill.
"lected by the faculty from each, Junior class,) Tt is a good time10 investin Tand hére now, |ed-in-God;-andwas done, God

work

North Kingston:
(rh

sermon preached

Nine

ing resigned the care of the church, Bro. L. C.

the in.

He taught

labors of

session with the Grassy Creek: church, Oct.b.

came to

our

and

to build up the Freewill Baptist capse here,
The few brethren, who had come here from
ever attended. . The religious meetings were
Illinois formed an, organization with nine well attended and were enthusiastic,
members, which hag now reached upwards of
Next session with the Chimney Top church,

Reynolds,

' He:graduated

a record unsurpassed.

have

gin
137.92
N. BROOKS, Treey.’

25, by Rev. N,

Mahala L. Lamphrey, of M,

Q, M. Institute will convene Friday, at 2, P. M., “lov.
9. Rev. B, F.
Boller, of Bath, will preach Friday
evening. Let each churchbe sure and forward the
10 cent apportionment to meet the claims of the Y.
M. upon us,
W.M, JENKINS, Clerk,

created the desire to tighten’somewhat the
denominational! polity... . The first of
the recent councils, though not one of the
permanent series, met in Boston in 1865, |
chiefly for the purposeof discussing plans
The
for the building up of the denomination in town,

God u#n-

HAWKINS CO. (Tenn,) Q. M.—Held

Blazer.

since we

the

E.

oceupy, in

South-ivestern Towa.

received

presence

"Next session
with
church,in December.

both of which’ bouses of worship can be purchased at. a small cost. Towa is a ready fleld
for harvest; where are the laborers?

"outside of the regular college work is publishing
the Bates Student, (a literary magazine, edit

tatorian of his class in 1874,

and

Rev, H. £. Cross, of the Boon Co. Q. M.,who
added much to the interest of the meetings. by | cago in 1870,in celebration of the 250th ansching the word with pgwer.,
niversary of the landing of the Pilgrims.

Bro. C.'also mentions Bertram and Ma-

rengo as promising fields for

Among the work done by students in college

Wind a noble record.

home

the Congregationalists

steps were

were favored with the

do not have preaching, but still they are trying to bold on. How long they will be able
to do so without stated preaching is hard to

unle-s suitable buildings are erected, the present location being decidedly unfavorable to its’
prosperity.
:
}

classmates.

its last session

swered prayer, and all felt that it was good to

of this dchool they: find ready admission to any themselves, and do good ministerial work.
college. Since the present Principal. has been | We are in oneof the best portions of Iowa,
connected with the school new life: has been with Ary,rolling prairies,and a rich productive
infused to.it. The number in attendance is soil which could hardly be excelled in Illinois.
gradually |
sing from year to year, at We are near the southern boundary of the
present
ering sixty-five,including an en- State, so thut our winters are notso severe as
tering class of‘twenty-five. Very little more farther north, yet being on the highest lands
can be done to igProve or increase the school between the Mississippi and Missouri rivers

hy ‘all 'his

Clerk.

of God in the conversion of sinners.

some six pr seven churches inthe Q. M. that

Teacher of Elocution.
Itis the specific work
of this schoul to fit ‘students for the college.
The course of study consists of three years,
each school year having thirty-eight
weeks.
Fiuing students for college being a specialty

teemied

we have

be there. There were fifty-three
who testified
Iowa, of a recent visit among the churches of from the different. churches of the Q. M. on

struction of F. W. Baldwin,A. M., Principal,
Peucher of Latin and Greek; A. T. Salley, A.
‘B., Teacher of Mathematics; E. W. Given,

Latin;

fight,

Fox RIVER Q. M.—Held its last session with

cations for a general revival dre good.
:
Rev. O, T. CLARK writes from Toledo,

last graduating élass from the college.
There
are six in the Senior cluss and five in the middle class, making a total of seventeen.

in

Gospel at

of learning,

a good

the Blackberry
church, Sept. 21—23.
The
churches were all largely represented anda
glorious time enjoyed. = All came with one de
sire and one object in view-~namely,the glory

young lady has confessed Christ, and the indi-

The fotal number of students in the college

Teacher

of the

abroad, in theestablishment of institutions

ELLSWORTH

ren Little, McMinn and W. J. R. Blankenship
assisted in the work.
Tax Scott church, Wis., "is active in the

proper is one’hundred and twenty-three.
The entering class at the Theolugical School
numbers six, among whom are three of the

Asst.

the spread

| ———

‘ ile

Scribner,
Mr. Orrin K. H1'1,

of Vital Force, as Dyspepsia, Paralysis, Kidney
Disease, Nervous Debility, Weakness, &c.

with the West Ellsworth ch urch, Sept. 14—16.
Rev. W. H. BLANKENSHIP writes that he .Quite a large delegation was present. The
weather
was delightful.
The business was
commenced a meeting in the latter part of transacted in harmony and with dispatch. The
Sept. with
the F. Baptist church in the Ma
state of religion was reported to be in a low
kanda Q. M., 1ll., which was continued six- state in all the’ churches. No special religious the denomination, a council can be callThe preaching was | ed. . .. In the West the Council is reteen duys.
As partof the joyful results thir interest in any of them.
good, the social meetings interesting.
garded with more favor.
Perhaps
the
teen professed
Christ and united with the
Rev. A. Gray. was chosen a committee to loclose relations of the denomination with
church. Several backsliders were reclaim ed. cate the next session of the % M.
Presbyterianism in this sec
may have
0. W. Youxe, Clerk.
Others are waiting to be baptized.
Bretbh-

shown

school is under

that

finished our course, we have kept the faith.
the gospel may sustain them.
C. W. Rey~NoLps,

WESTERN.

Jdismissions und entered other colleges; t ree
have entered Bates from neighboring colleges.

The Nichols Latin

so

4, That we tender our sympathies to the afflicted family, praying that the consolatioas of.

there is a living, working power for good.

the catalogue, just is-

members

ministry,

<

Tn Bristol, N. H., Aug.

Hotices and Jppointments.

when the time of our departure is at hand we
shall be able, with all the faithful in Christ,

to say we have fought

union, social meetings sre well sustained, and

whip with their dlassmates as 'well as command
Two

is now as-

in that better
in the Lamb's

book of Life.
;
3. That while-his loss to us we sadly deplore,
we will seek to
lé¢ our diligence in the

5

six baptized within a few months. Others
have united by letter, The church is in good

sore class thirty-three,and the Freshmen class
#igy-one. The Freshman ¢lass is not only the
Murgest clad in college, but the largest ‘class
that ever entered the college. | In the lower
‘eases there are four ladies, two of whom are
+4n the Sophomore and two in the Freshman
«cMsses. They compare’ fiivorubly in sdhiolar-

qbeir respect.

sociated with the shining throng
land, whose names are written

DANVILLE, N. H. Rev. J. A. Lowell bap
tized four on Sabbath, Oct. 14, making thirty-

sued, we learn that the Senior ¢lass numbers
nineteen, the Junior class twenty, the Sopho-

.

the church triumphant above, and

out medicine, for all diseases that arise

00

00

:

Hue
Simonds.A. rh
Mr. 5Freeman
Gray of wm
Ale

nominations
far behind
in
numerical |
PRICE FIVE DOLLARS AND UP WARDS.
strength. The Episcopalians number less
Illustrated Pamphlets sent free. Address,
BRYAN APPLIANCE CO.,
than 300,000 and the Congregationalists
vil
147 East 15th St., New York.
barely reach 850,000. Both combined would
not equal the second largest Methodist
body in the country. But both are strong
0
in influence, wielding a power disproporLANSING
Q. M. (Mich.) will be held with the Duptionate to their numbers.
In efforts for lain church, in the village of ¥lsie, Nov. 9—=11, The

tain assurance that he is now ‘identified with

high and holy work -of-the

a steady increase in numbers: ‘over preceding
years, and judging from the past and present

Krom

Methodists, who did not make their Beginning unttl 1766, have left the two older de-

16.75

~ Married

18m, encircle the body with Electric and
Magnetic
influence, and imbue'the system with a constant
avitlizing current,
They offer a speedy cure with-

teriansjvwho came halfa century later; the

ripened into a golden
maturity. 3. That while his presence in the church
militant is now missed, we rejoice in the cer-

to

J. J. ALLEN, Clerk of Council,

penses is low, and where it is’ intended to be
kept low,
thereby
enabling talented
and
worthy youog men and women of limited
means to acquire a liberal education,

inthe future.

cha

Hand of fellowship by Rey. J. J. Allen ; Bene-

I'he opening of the ¢ollége year has exceeded

finsocial

and

M. E. church; Charge to candidate by Rev. A.
Cady, pastor of C. Baptist church, Clayton;

‘the most sanguine expectations of its friends,
who rejoicein its marked prosperity over the

may be'said to date from 1639 ; the Presby-

possession
for which

tian minister and a manly character which had

exer-

church, by Rev. 8. F. Danforth, - pastor of the

“Bates Qollege Items...

all

Tucker from his labors here to the
of that blessed inheritance ‘above,

ag

stm

Fo;

Manchester. NH,"
PRE

oti

he has been so long maturing, we recognize
the departure of a venerable Father in Isracl.a
by Rev. J. faithful brother, an earnest and devoted Chris~

.eny who was detained at Fairport,
B. Davis, of Pittsfield, Me.
The other

Denominational Hetos.

ply

arrangements,

Depauville, N. Y., Oct. 7. The sermon was
preached, in the absence of Rev. W. H. Bow-

‘and we heartily congratulate managing editor
“Ensign on its future prospects.

previous

ta ou
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ain,au) | | The Low Churchmen of Philadelphia pre- | The advertiser,
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a retired physician, having provAT
A
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usual
appeal
to
the
Episcopal
The. examination : was thorough, and satisfac
100 request for the Deo, term »
identially discovered, whilea Medical Missionary
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tory... Sermon:by Prof. Hayes, of Bates: Col- [any shu oh. 6 i Jools, ta privilege to enter- [General Conventionto amend the baptis- in Southern Asia, a very simple vegetable remeJege; Ordaining prayer and charge to the can- tain
mal service for! infants,’ so:that the word dy for the speedy and permsgnent
cure of cop.
are a few more shares of stock that oughtta
Fok
8. BOWDEN,
Clerk.
|didate by Rev. O. T. Moulton;
Hand
of fel{‘‘regenerate” may Be omitted by those sumption, asthma, bronchitis, catarrh, anc
be taken. Send your names, both for stock
t yr
ot
LB
Sd
i
throat and lung’ affectiond; also a positive land
lowship by Rev,; R. L,, Howard; Address to
gnd for the Quarterly, to Rey.
W, H, Bowen, | the
TON Q.
M,—Heldit
t, session conscientiously opposed to its use.
| radical
fie for nervous debility and all nexy.
church by Rev. C. 8., Perkins ; Welcometo
urch in Pt
HA on
o
The
Methodists
are
making
determined
ous comp,
i it his duty to make it known
the place py Rey. My. Harris, Congregationi id letters: and
Our enterprising contemporary;
‘the Chicago alist, Mr. Acterfan enters upon his work with delegates. |
assaults on. Mormonism,
As the resultot to his suffering fellowe. Actuated by this motive
pondil
ates were
Alliance, comes to us considerably enlarged | a united and earnest people, and with ' prom- present from
aur snd Corint Q M’ and seven years’ work, they have church edi he will cheerfully send, fiee of charge, to ‘all ‘whe
cordially welcomed. : The’ Conference was har- fices at Salt Lake, Ogden, Bingham,
and full; direc.
and much improved in a ‘new dress, It hag ise of great usefulness.
Prova, desire it, the yegipe for preparing,
monious, and reports from some
of the churchtions for Sucpesspuly using this providentially
, .added an independent * political department”
Nephi
ciao
CHARLES 8, PERKINS, Clerk.’
and
Beaver,
and
fifteen
day
and
eg encouraging, - The social meetings were
as discovered
remedy. Those who wish to avail
as one of its features, and announces Mr. F\. F.
Spiriant, and the preaching edifying and prof- many Sunday-schools,in. these. Mormon themselves of the benefits of this discovery with:
Browne, formerly - editor.of the Lakeside
table.
i
;
Hol
it. 4
alr out cost, can do go by return mail, by addressing,
WHITESTOWN Q. M. To relieve the clerkof
Next session with the church at Water- centers.
Monthly,
as especially to have charge of the
with stamp, Dx. Charlés, P. Marshall, 88 Niagara
bury
River.
gis
Se
the
Whitestown
Q.
M.
from
seeming
negli‘literary department, which is to be made
«Both the Protestant Episcopal and the Street, Buffalo, N.Y.
:
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‘gence,we
will
say
that
the
Q.
M.
report
for
the
The rn
le
adopted:
.prominent. This is an ample guaranty for
Congregational denominations have been
Whereas God/in his wise providence has
BRYAN?
"the attainment of a literary standard of high Register was received but failed to get an inseen fit to take out of the world some of the outstripped in growth by most of the other Electro-Voltaic and Magnetic Appliances,
«order. Emily Huntington Miller is to edit sertion.
which obtained foothold in
watchmen from
our Zion during the last churches;
Helts and Bands for Self Cure.
tthe** Home Department,” which means somequarter, therefore, °
© fn
America much later.
The Baptists, who
They restore the Nervons and Debilitated, imResolved, 1. That in the removal of Eld. J.
‘thing more than recipes for pickles and direcBro. WM. H, MERRIMAN was ordained in
part New Life and Strength to the waning
organ.
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cond international and the seventh national

Next session with the Rome chiirch. Open

fo bes | Sinisters, and Churches.
now number
iy first
Quarterly
the
t
that
e trus
Wome
the
that
a fixed fact, and
ers for $2.00 8 year, it is, really intended to

to sobresiste

rassments. He that giveth for worthy objects, ‘ing sermon, Friday evenigg, Nov. 9; b
Y
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other representative characters in history are
‘among the subjectsto be presented.
Boston

will appeat in January, ts eharacter will de:

by

deem

Ihe Teports from the churches indicate
take
union and steadlnstness.
Measures were
wi
en to hold revival meetings
with the churches
the coming winter, ;

also plead for liberal donations from you that

Francis Bacon ‘und

‘pend in great measure on the patronage
that it
receives. Whereasit willhe sent to subscribe
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There were a few hard-thinking men who
NOTIONS ABOUT THE EARTH.
did all the head-work, made all the dis- «But, how do you know itis round?” coveries. and ‘gave us the results.
We
Johnny asked,
1 | says ‘ Why, yes, that's easy enough lo
. Well, well! Here was; Johnny: for a
understand ; anybody can seethat;™: but
the world jus: like ever so many grown- we do not stop lo think how difficultit
up people—he wouldn't belipve what older was (0 understand
at one time; how dif
and wiser heads told him unless they ficult it:was when people knew very little,
could prove it to nis satisfaction, :
and had not gone out of their own swall|
s‘How do I know. it is round?” 1 said. countries to find out if. there were other
«Because people have sailed around it; be- countries. - Why, ‘there were men who

selected

always

my hiead when there were visitors in the
room. I never discovered that my visilors felt slighted by this neglect, or were

‘| at all sorry that their heads werdnot favBY

+

ored in the same way.
They were. very fond of perching upon
the picture nails, and climbing upon the
cord, and would often carry a nut up and,
sit there and eat it, and then drop the
empty shell behind the picture.

MATTIE L. ROBERTS.
—

The sun is low in the far off west,
The waves are still in the bay;

rs
The fragrant breath of the fading flowe
the dying day.

Sweetens

And every delicate wind that blows

La

-

he dying day.

The love-light shining in her eyes
And telling, silently,

Of all the happy, memories
That fill her sweet young life:
Of glad hopes for the future

With joy and sunshine rife.
¢ Speed swiftly, safely, across the foam
© good ship, strong and free,
_ And hasten, happy day thut brings
My sailor lad to me!”

their hand-paws lo theslower edge

And o’er the waves the beacbn light
out its ruddy cheer.

And dark and chill, with cold, gray
The clouds furl up

it as thew

—that is,

Rose tinted and fresh and fair;
The white waves fill with tenderest: songs

and

:
eyes,

fitted for

their

power

of

through fhe air,
fit them perfectly for the capture of inbut nuts

must

furnish

the

larger

be trap-

may

part of their food, for they

_ped in the dead of winter when

And Jessie, fair as the morn itself,

are

there

-

fall a supply of foodto be used in the win-

With wet sea-weeds in his tangled hair,

And clasped in his folded hands.

ter. One which I kept several years, after

The light of life is hid, for her,

dropped nearly a peck

With the light of those dark eyes;
And the heart of Jessie, the sea-side lass,

in the floor of my closet, thinking that he
was storing np a rich supply which he
could draw upon when he should need
them.
They probably live upon nuts and seeds
in the fall and wiater, and their power of

will waken the flowers to life,

And bring the leaf to the tree;
again

My dead love back to me.”

family Ginele.

tired of watching them.

I kept them in the trap in which they
avere canght,a common wire rat trap, with
a door at each end. , This I placed upon a
bracket on the wall between the two windows of the room, so that they could
reach it easily by running up the window
curtains, and jumping from them to the
cage. Ina short time they became so
tame that the cage was fastened open,and
left so all the time, and every night,
about day-break, they would run up. the
curtain, jump into the cage, and curl up

I

,|

no‘ions

tor kuowledge;

and

brave men

have been

who

you

died, even, to give
Union.

fellto

that

ES.

about the earth, and

book

determin-

ed that uo man should go about
any. other doctrine.

teaching

will

you

théy said.

would

out

were

would receive that they were out for the

too powerful

tion was given this map,

it

unfortunate

attendants,

.At

Free-Church leaders,
he bad at the same

that was

ed

white
were
stinct
good

the explana-

that heavy bodies could not fall off, he

not be round, because il it were those liv-

The tail of a flying squirrel does not seem
to be of very much assistance

in turning

ing on the other side of it could not see
the Lord descending through the air, in
:
the day of judgment.
that
taught
been
No: the people had
the earth was flat, and flat they would
have it. Tt was a great plain, they said,
twice as long from east to west as from

table

like

he

he

not

hospital of the
not know

no

or-

side,

but

trance to
the man
doorway
‘work and

received,

come down very gradually.
| Sometimes they come almost down to
the ground very rapidly, then, just before
they reach it they bend the tail so as to
sail off for some distance, close to the

the sun. They said, too, that this great

ground. After they have sailed
from a high placé in this way,- and have

to which

All this was many hundreds of years ago,

ames

The tail is also used

stop

to

them,

down

startling at fist, as they always awoke
and came out of the cage together,so that,
“before th yay a Re “to recover his
balance after his leap, the second would

from side to side.

It may be new

to many

8

Y

squirrel is fully as abundant

that

In the present

will be welcomed

land and sea, but never came to the edge t
of the grent plain and never came: to tha

and maely
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hi |
ed10 expe{ctwas
OR foo leanev
|
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und
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en
dirk evecy

and be aelll=Dro Ougler.
ery much, pleased 0 see. Uh hey ‘soon

trates

gavehacili

oh
foie -
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The October hwmber of the United States
compaet,. welkprinted

18mo.

volume

he

we

one

order and

a pan of twisted doughnuts,

and a calico4

7

are

wha

about

all

foreign

of foreign

post-office department on. doubtful and disputed questions during the summer months.—
Boston: H, 0. Heuglton & Co.

a dozen

of which the reader

here.

The number of The Living Age for the first
week of October,begins a new volume.
Jt has

Mr. Fields’s wide acpeople,

his

artistic

a valuable article oo The Scientific Movement
and Literatore, from the Contemporary Re-

fondoess

nature and

unite
make

view; awery interesting sketch entitled

to enrich
thém the

Princess

have

just

said.

Paolini,’

Cornhill;

** The

part fourth of

The Life and Times of Thomas Becket, by the
historian Jumes A. Froude, Nineteenth Century; Green Pastures and Piccadilly, by Wil

He wal

liam Black; A Study of Lower Life, Cornhill;
German

Society Forty Years Since,

Macmil-

itself suggests not only many choice sayings
of ‘other people about libraries, but also many

lan; The Poetry: of September, Cornhill;
Quiet People, Saturday Review, and the usu.

useful hints of his own

al choice poetry.

as to the

manner of

Iu the next

weekly number

will be begnoa new serial, a; Yankshire story,
by the author of * Patty?* - The-beginning of
the present volume is thereforesan excellent
time for the beginning of mem subscriptions,
For fifty-two numbers of ' sixty-four large
p-ges each (or more than 8000 pages ‘a year),
the subscription price is $8.— Littell & Gny,
Publishers, 17 Bromfield St., Boston,

Chorus Choir Instruction Book is the tiie of & new singing book recently pubtistied
by Ditson & Co:, Boston, New York and Phil

adeiphia. < It ie the size of the ordinary church
musie book, and appears to be a good manual

of instruction. The elements are explained in

the first part of it, then follows a variety ofexcellent music,and the last’ forty pages are devoted to an exegesis of the suthor’s method.of

instguction. We should

think

that the ‘book

might be very useful for beginners, as

A

ALCOHOL AND THE STATE.

Discussion of

the Problem of Law us appliedto tbe Liquor
traffic. By Robert ©. Pitmun, LL. D., Ase

From'the same publishers we have The
Grammar School Choir, prepared by Ww. 8.

sociate Justice of tbe Superior Court of MasNational Temperachusetts, . New York:
I ance Society and Publication House. ' 12mo.

or

complete

mote

There is probably 4 ‘no

Tilden,” for use in the public schools. It is divided ino sections, and is arranged to suit the
various ages and voices’ of ‘pupils in such
schpols, especially thé “ upper grammar class.
es.” Both books are ‘for sale by D. Lothrop&

1

4

i

($1.50):

PP. 406.

favor’ ofa proargumentin
unanswerable
mbitory liquor law, or weléarer statement of
the coBwand evils of thediquor trafiie, than ap-

spirit of faithful iuvestigation, and a desire to
traffic in

of the

(n
the light of law and yeason. |,
subject
the
volume
the
of
part
first
the
In
—+¢ the common Sale of alcoholic liquors

heverage”—is considered in relation

Conybeard & Howson ind Thomas Lewen,

is, forty by sixty Inches in ares, and is printed

in'three styles. ranging, an price from $! to $3.

asa

to, the

But for the difficulty of getting it through the

wail, here would be 4n opportunity for every

waste it makes in society, the domestic misery
and destruction it entails,

ill health tbat attend

the

pauperism and

it, the crime

that it

causes, its vitinting influénce on thé race, and
its universally evil agency. In the second part

of the volume, the province of law isdiscussed,
the extent of legislative power, the question of

personal liberty and government, ihe nécessity of law, the nature and effect. of license |

Many portions of The volume will interest the
"

vie

Vert Ul

Kis ‘

seaboard

\ an

thar

#

oa

i

|

JHE

-M. A, Goudy, (St.Louis) publishes an * internationa) Sabbath-school wall map,”showing
the journeysof St. Paul and, the Scripture
world. - Iti8' compiled from ' the works of

is not a fanatie.! He has brought to the eonsid~
eration of his subject a calm, clear mind, a

Jook at the evil and remedy

link

Co.

Judge! Pitmun

pears in'the volume before us.

well as

of singers.
instructive to all classes
sehr

laws, the history of prohibitién, the evil of sé| dressing-gown, were undoubtedly very cret habit
s and of the. use of the
of drinking
| valuablein their way, but \héy seemedto milder beveragesund
, it closes witha few
| forman yngatoral basis to preach sound pages on the out)odk of (he iehiieraiind ehthe,
ymin

with

nations; a schedule of the dispatch

+

of dried apples,twa poundsof head-cheese,

treaties

mails, and of the arrival and closing of mails
in all the principa} cities; and rulings of the

case, he
remain-

and Virgicia,”
¢ Diamonds
and
Peaxls,”
which brings together numerous anecdotes of
the history and use of precious gems, “ Pleasant Ghosts; — Bothersome People,” and |

great feeling ; but the next day the" midis| ter expresseda desire to resign. He said
that three quarts of beans, a pillowcase

fegistered-letier system, and

the existing postal

Quite as interesting are * The Author of ‘aul

al for Heaven” with

inthe

and heed them; information about the money-

is enPched by gossip and anecdote, refléétion
and
$ood’ ddvice, to a remarkable degree.

004

post-offices

wonld save themselves and the postal serviee
much trouble and vexation if they would read

case, he

collects

thousand

matter, foreign and domestic, with many use
ful hints and suggestions to the public, who

produce

the former

forty-odd

United States, one arranged alphabetically
,and
the other classified by States and counties} a
listof all the money-order offices in the United
States; rates of postage on all classes of mails

pp. 303.

to

volume of 406 pages.

The present issue contains two distivet lists of

of some pledsant ciréumstance under’ which
he hus‘previously met it. The whole sketch

another,

very

They almost decided to take their pen-

safe volume for children,

keeping and using thew; this book recalls an
anecdote of its author, and that reminds him

=A

take all -

hardly

they were so many living persons; the library

have

would

believe the goat is really his.
Like the book
just noticed, its lessons are good, and it isa

among the books that surround him as though

0-4

sang, “We give up

Riera

Wo

what

which

The children felt

story is

pleasantest companions.
The first sketch in
this volume, “ My Friend's Library,” illus-

party the other evening,and the company

.
1.80
saw! But: what
1 | clear*to ‘us was by 1 10J means so to them, theology from,
'

In

his entertaining description
the page- of his books and to

There was a very pleasant donation

|!

Md

& Co. 1877.

for literary anecdote, his

Did it hurt you

help

Let us
>

dirk ‘and ‘terrible ocean which they believed surrounded the earth. It had a long
Tenebrosum-—
and * solemn ok we

simple
so... simple
seems:

is it.

o>

distributed as- the chipmunk or strippe
n squirrel, although it is not as often seen
& foot
with each obher:tofgai
i
means dark sea.{p— +
| since i¢dives among the tops of tall forest which
them,
of
op
aren
wer o
would
fo sh hapthie
of them trees, and is seldom seen in the day-time. |. Bat it was centuries before people flat:
wasnot
amd per s’ ock one or both
earth
the
that
'
ed
but they Prof. WK, Brooks, in, Oclober Wide- convinc
off pio my collar or ‘shoulders;
| They would ‘not believe iu till they had
~
again, Awake.
ad
“he
y
jon ped back on
just such proofs as Johnny wante . Cant
have all
which thiey
with se
and for a minate orawe Lavould
the surpri
you inftagine.
hair, 3 from What théy
three seuflling together. in my
began,to draw. reasons

alightin the same place, and while they

the

stockings,

the presentation scene where Jack can

“By James T, Fields. Boston.

quaintance with literary

“Look out for number one,” vi wil
ness. “Love one another,” says God.

t oh
aid farther,
They kept going farthe

live in the city, to learn that the flying

B. Osgood

or more sketches, some

|

¢

.
The operation. over:

needed

quers selfishness, and the close of the

ders,” and the only regret is that he “Should
have kept his good things to himself so long.

The chasseur reflected a momentin
silence ; then, suddenly: “Well, keep it
for those who have lost legs or arms; but

spot thiitthey had been mistaken.

persons who

(rom

people had to give; in the present
opens to us his own “ unexplored

«Why, is it very scarce now—that si ff

round stove pipei

|

out

wished to buy a

‘nies and buy the gout und give it to Jack, bat it
is a hard struggle.
Generosity at last con-

Jet-

sought by a kind of instinct the best that other

the. topof

p

and

will have met in other places, but allof which

«Are you particular about it?"

,
held outIT) his'hand
i

The Meredith children

Jack’s penniesto buy.

“I know it, major; that's what I am « Our Village Dogmatist;”” while * If I were
herg for.”
:
a Boy Again” should be read by every young
«Would you like to be made insensi- person who would make the most of himself,
There is no so sure way to profitas that which
ble
is drawh out of the experience of one who as
“Oh dear! yes. I've suffered so much |. man
and boy has found out what be ought to
all night that I don’t think I could stand know, We have no doubt that the volume
it.”
will find many delighted readers,

was a cylinder; or just the shape of a

All of these uses of the tail for a rudder,
require that it should be arranged on the

way.

gout and
carriage, and had saved
almost
enough mouey, when they found Juck was
trying to do the same, hoping to find errands
in the village to do and earn money for his
grandparents;
but bis grandfather ‘was lame

J all the

-soharmonionsly.

the little finger is

that puts you to sleep?”
«We have scarcely any left.”

He bad very few ideas of right and

wrong, but Mr. and Mrs, Meredith weut to
the country to live aud taught him a better

some of the most enteriaining and delightful
volumes in the market.
Itis not often that
the products of business and of leisure unite

to have a bit of an operation.”

by

when they wish to alight, =

parents.

life of the man

now enable him,.as a book-maker,

As we did

shall

children, and the reading of such books can
but make them better.
The queer nume of ““ Jack O'Lantern” belonged
to a little bey living with hiv grand.

Mr. Fields is one of the rare men whose ¢ul
ture and fine literary taste elevated his former
business as a book-publisher to a high art, snd

temporary

slung over his back.
“Well, my good friend, we

looks

the profits to

fs-futt-of:
. Qfiicial Postal Guide commences the fourth .
fa treptthy—stimu=
year of ibis valuable publication,
andis a

UXDERBRUSH.

The man comes in on foot,still
attached.
holding fast his gun, which he carries

werd, orup hill, had to run very slowly.

The

‘they seli“and use

buy Christmas presents:
for Philip's family.
The different ghapiers are fall of lessons for

—

how long the siege might yet

off the bone

jam, which

who. had ail

opinions,

The girls and

arrange blackberry parties, and with the ase
sistance of a kind lady make the berries into

braver fof’ service,

the operating room with bis hand badly
shattered. It is found necessary to take

plain tipped a little towards the south
which made the rivers running southward
dowtt' flow rapidly, while the Nile flowing north-

family become quite destitute,

boys wish to do sofdethinfor
g him, and they

lus, and can hardly be read without quickening the spirit and making it both wiser and

fall.
i
A chasseur of the guard is brought into

than the rest and so cut off the light from

or

A poor Irish

ment, He nieets with an accident through
theemischievousness of a wicked boy, “and his

the volume is like the kindly face of
himself, looking out from his own
and bidding
you welcometo the
joy, the peace
and profit within.

Pre-wihote-vol

their

it regulates

repetition of ideas

The portrait which

and the real

little left.

‘The story ruus thas'

less fortunate thab himselfin fibding employ-

show bis public and private career, his opinions on questions of public interest, and are as
good as a history of the time in which he lived.

the chlorcforin

At the

It is the picture of a man

ters let one into the actual

last, it was our wigent duty to be sparing
north to south: was surrounded by. high
with it. On the morning after the fight
these
irountains and the sky rested on
fall, so that they can come almose straight mounggjns. To explain night they said at Ladouchamps, there was a terrible
Linflux of wourided, and we had our hands
down to the ground, or sail off so as to
the mountains. on the north wese higher
from side to

oame.

man, Philip Maloney, shows his kind nature
by dividing his work with another laborer

of

ject and treatment is covered, there is almost. badly.

redoubt, where I was on

duty, we had very

promotion

beautiful and pleasant things to make known,
and nothing to conceal.
Itis to be regretted
that he could not have found time in his declining years to narrate the experiences by
which he was being prepared for the heavenly heritage.
But the memoir partly supplies
this want.
The selection of letters to be pablished has been made with rare discrimination
and skill, so that, while g wide range of sub-

the

ante-chamber,

fit for use,

will do as much good in book form as did the
little jars of preserve from whichit takes its

that, the autobiographic portion of this is

in it.

began to give out at Metz. A few local
druggists had tried to make it; but the
was scarce.

and

‘Tnstead of being filled with

tractive guise of a story, “ Black-berry Jam”

full of the freshness and interest that always
attended the man himself.
Arnot is revealed

them, as they occupied

“On the 8th of October

article

contemplation

of his Scotch character he at the same “time
kept courtesy on his side, and never allowed
is interest in so-culled great questions to lead
him to forget the condition and needs of the
humble and less favored classes. Thus he lived a full rounded life, and accomplished a noble work, and was honored in his death.
The “style of the present volume is.similar
to that containing Guthrie’s
memoir. . And

degraded to an

product was

the

:

the atiéy, inahy of them, at'présent, aim to
teach some gdod moral “trath under ‘the at.

His gifts and graces

the truth.—Ch.

where be picked his bone in mortification,
his place remaining empty until he had
earned his master’s pardon.~Chambers
Journal.
;

that all men's

hard and

knowledge of

spiritual things, he had also a profound love of
nature, and a genuine appreciation ‘of her
mysteries and beauties, ‘While maintaining a

napkin tied round its neck. They
so trained that should any, by an inof appetite, Lransgress any rule of
manvers, he was banished from the

table, and

in

M:

thrilling adveaturés and hair breadth’ escapes
or pileusant stories designed ‘merely to please

were equally great, and while he was bsorb-

their chair with decornm, each with its

believe it

that were

Joanna H.

We ure glad to see the style that Children’

almost wowanish; and while he

modesty and self-respect.

paid

as

‘tem-

A Tale. Same publishers,

books are takiog.

aflectionate spirit

great

By

i Jack OLimnx.

position wilh all the earnestness and stréugih

regarded

a

iin the

author of the cy We A
+ Mathew:
York
Robert Carter & Brother
s.
- 16mo.

the world and. of the ways of men, he was at
the syme time a man of great simplicity, of
eminent catholicity, while being also full of

love the

human beings;

paid

an

perplexing, and showed

and dined with no Jess than 12 favorite
od,
who
6 comprehend
the
compliment

BLACK BERRY JAM.

Alrobust,vigorous man,

time

grappled with questions

by four footmen in

this

Free Chireh

Dr. Ariot was one -of the foremost of the

..® p®hoo®

was

the

world,

ple dined with him. Still, covers weré
daily laid for a dozen, served by suitable

feet pointed toward the center of the earth

to

him,

for

fire With.

tortured, and

i

i

2’

1n Scotland the conservator and exponent of
the best type of un active, helpful Christianity,
such as the Saviour himself establishéd in the

tertain his own kind at his table, few peo-

men walk®d about with their feet Higher

down, indtead of
readingor talking. ‘When T'was engaged tally, and move up and
and ‘moving
vertically,
flattened
in study, such an interruption was rather | being

«7

he author’s world’

withstood - in expoundity

to

the‘truth, they soon’ made

Sebi
ub
All ‘these curious. opinions had to’ be much’?
We poor
dop
you
can
what
but
the. opposite plan to the rudder of a boat, and |
Yes,
as
only
but
given up one after another,
Yes;
”
borizonanother.
flattened
be
‘one
must
sat
it
belp
I
why
see
as
must
we
window plump upon my bead,
people found out by going to the very fellows

visit about

‘the volume, 'W

holding

like a consuming

a vast and mysterfous ocean, and
inhabitants on its boutidariesVived always be quick.” He put his poor blue cravat;
so as to catch the air, in darkness. One man believed the earth still bloody, in his mouth, lay down and
down
it
bending
playing’
of
fond
very
were
They

in ty haif, and offer the first notice

et

be ; pardoned for

le to be kept in bonds; and

dered them boots, for which he paid as
dearly as for his own. Not caring to ®n-

was round because men were not absurd
enough to believe that trees on the other
side of the“earth hung downward, or that

than their heads. And when

lent

were

preposterous,’ absurd
The earth was flat
Everybody knew it was flat,

One man said nobody

boat from side to side, so it is flattened
vertically, and moves from: side to side.

play around the room, ant were
awake all night as they had been sleepy.

with a fying. leap from

There ls na loose or extravagant statement in

wl 14

in them.

|

Ls

of honor and attended

thus acquired a good supply of force, they and yet I have known many children who
are able 'to” change the position of the have foupd it hard to understand how
The pockets and sleeves of the clothes
and tail so as to go up some little
limbs
_morth and some South— |
which hung in the wardrobe
were
favor{some Tiv
the same way thal a sled will
in
ce,
distan
another.
and all because they call the north of the
ite hiding-places, and the bed was
slide up a short hill after it hus gone
pillowthe
between
in
map the top and think it oust be up hill.
They would crawl
down a long one, but of course ‘they are
But the size and: shape of this great
case and the pillow, and sleep there all
not able to reach a point as high as that plain had'to be continually changed. Pecday, and sometimes 1 have found all three
AT
which they started. =
made it extend no farther
of them in bed with me when I awoke in from
top of ple, of/ cgurse,
the
from
start
to
able
were
Mine
traveled, and when they
had
tHey
thay
the morning. They would climb up my
the window, and sweep down almost to tra
farther yet, in any direction, and
coat-sleeve while 1 was studying, and go
and then rise enough to catch found no “falling off place” there was
to sleep under my arm, and they were the floor,
a chuir on the opposite side of
of
back
the
alnothing to do but extend the earth's
, very angry if they were. disturbed,
which was about twenty-one
‘boundaries. The lands farthest off were
though of course I could mot sit still all the room,
feet deep. *
always placed on the boundaries of
day for their convenience.
In the woods, where they can start from the earth. Then there was the notion
they
About twilight every. ‘evening
‘they ‘make much
that the plain was entirely surrounded by
would come out.of their hiding-place and a very great hight,this.
:
than
flights
longer
as wide
that the

evening would be their coming

12mo. pp. 611.

for souls tha

costly livery, who handed it to the astoaished owner. His carriage was [requenily to be seen filled with dogs, his special
pets. On the feet of these dogs he bestowed as much attention as though they

That was
deed!
and even wicked.

driven out of theirnest in the, day-time.

all day.

such as has scarcely, if ever, been. gathered
difore in'so

WILL

man-ness” of real men; and an abounding love

representative of its owner, and returned
in the Earl's landau, occupying the place

Everybody had been taught that

it stood still, and so they were

reaching the ground. The tail is very
broad and flat, and is used as a rudder to
regulate the slope at which they shall fall.
The rudder of the boat is used to turn the

chievous animals they are after dark.
Sometimes they chose very odd places
they

moved.

slide for 2 hundred feet or more before

another dark corner as soon as they. were
. allowed their liberty; and no one who
has seen them only in the daytime can understand what active, wide awake, mis-

sleep in, when

OF THE REV.

Dr. deCosh may

O-b-0-0-0
and
BA
slide along through the air for some dis- | “grew really angry, anc said bedidnot|
A GENEROUS DEED.
tance. Their: legs are very short and know what to say of people ‘who, having
A French surgeon in the late war beweak, and (hey can not jump upward oncejgone wrong, persevere in their folly
much more than a foot; but, by climbing and defend one absurd opinion by anoth- tween France and Germany tells of a sol:
dier who did not believe in ‘‘looking out
a
up to some high place, such as a tall tree, er.”
for number one:”
and then sailing off into the air, they can
People said, too, that the earth could

filled,

“hunted

have

#

a board sail which enables the animal

and sleep all day, rolled up with their
tails wrapped around their bodies and
covering their beads, so that they looked
like little round fur balls. If they were
disturbed during the day they were very

sluggish and inactive, and

people used to

A very thin skin, covered with hair,
like the rest of the body, joins the fore to
the hind leg on each side, and thus forms

time that T owned them, We Were never

round,

the strange

ing daring the spring and early summer,
when proper vegetable food is scarce, but
insects very abundant.
Of course I need not tell you that the
name * flying squirrel” is a mistake, as
they do not really fly, and are not furnish-

ed with true wings.

earth—is

thinking about

catching insects helps themfo gain a liv-

FLYING SQUIRRELS.
Duripg my first year in college, however, I became the owner of three flying
squirrels, and soon found that they - could
afford as much amusement and do as much
mischief as a monkey; and, during the

under the cotton with which it was

nuts

of hickory.

down a hole which a mou: e had gnawed

In the grave of her darling lies.

to hide and

telling you,

those of which IT have been

the

know what a great price-men have

know how igno-

it is the very thing I say to myself almost
The wisest men are conlinuevery day.
ally finding out that we have never known
- the truth about many things,and this once
led one of them to say ‘‘All that we know
is that we know nothing.”
It does certainly seem as though people
knew nothing about the earth only a short
time ago. Perbaps you know they shut
one man up in prison and persecuted him
dreadfully just because he said the earth

the gnawing animals,such as mice,striped
squirrels and beavers,—of storing up in the

sailor lad,

But never a spring can bring

: '} student of sociul science as well as the
student

up the Scotch pulpit.
to the ' admiration of
Christendom, - It has had a group
of occupants
who for, mental vigor and spiritual. culture
ume has been verified. The bok
have had few’ equals.:' MeCheyne, Chalmers, :
tial ¢ontributionto the ae,
Candlish, Guthrie, Arnot-—these men hd%e

these men’s lives, You must read one or
two of them sometime, and then you will

1 was glad to have Johnny say that, for

so few insects that they can not depend
upon them.
They have the instinct sharedbymost of

Asleep on the yellow sands;

“ The spring

Brothers.

PARTIAL TO DOGS.
I thought they would interest you ; I told
The Earl of Bridgewater lived 'in Paris
them to Johnny, and he opened his eyes
during the last century, where the circumwider and wider, and said, when I.had
stances we narrate took place. He was a
finished, “Well! the next time any. body
miserable-looking little ‘man, unable to
impossible
seems
that
tells me anything
walk
without the support ofdwo lackeys.
I'll just say to myself, ‘Not so fast, JobnHe had an immense fortune, which he
ny! Maybe theres a reason for it that
.spent in gratifying every caprice. Wasa
you don’t yet know.'”

distances
|. sailing short
sects;

The calm of the morning air.

But white and still is her

e

who

When I had convinced Johnny that ¢it’

Ifit was

hung in the window.

seeing in the night,

weet light is aglow in the cast,

learned

rant we yet are.

Their large, projecting

“ God keep the sailor boys!”

:
Wanders down to the sea;
“ Tt may be that I can see his ship,”
She murmurs, tenderly.

wise and

an insect to fly pust them. If it was near
enough to reach they would seize and eat

before alighting.

‘The sea-gull’ s plaintive noise,
And sad dow moans from out the deep;—

The dawn’s

for

for them to" reach it in
not un
this way, they would sail out-into the
room after.it; and in most. eases- cateh it

tints,

in the west.

she hears again

Jessie shudders;

of the

watch

and

window,

least. * You will'always find this true, and
the reason’ is that they have no idea how
mach theré is to know. Itis only the

of

claws

the

They would hang by

sash of d4n'open

The cvening Stars, appear ;

A wind comes up from the bitter east
And ruffles the ocean’s breast;

:

ARNOT, and Memoir by his Daughter, ro
A. Fleming.
New York: Robert Carter'&

| taking observations and measurements,

which are so abundant in the early Pcum-

mer.

The twilight falls on sea and shore;
Sends

AUTOBIOGRAPHY

hull.”
.
just to find out whether the earth’ was perdown tothe
Johnny was satisfied with the first and fectly ‘round or’flattencd at the poles.
there; but as it ‘was round and smooth second reasons but he looked doubtful
They worked and worked away, and suf
they had great difficulty in clinging to it, about the third until I took hisball and
fered,
and were laughed at, no doubt, but
one
floor,
the
on
off
and usually slipped
made a big ant crawl over it towards him. by and by those who sneered found that
after the other, and raced back to the top «Oh, 1 see,” he cri
when the back of
ithey would better have waited ‘a while,
of the door to try it again.
the ant came in sight
for they were wrong.” And so with all of
succeed
almost
would
Occasionally one
of the ball, then its
us.
When we 'isee men studying and
in gaining a seat upon the kwiob, but be- legs. “How stupid I as!”
But five thinking and trying to find out these mysfore be had time io get fairly balanced, Jiluttes before, Johnny
ad not thought teries for us who do not kmow quite so
another would drop down and strike him,
imself at all stupid.
much, it is always better to wait patientand both would fall to the floor.
And now let me tell ypu a secret, and ly. The truth will come afier a while,
They would eat all kinds of nuts, bat you keep your ‘eyes and ears widé open
and it is so pleasant to know we really
they seemed to be much fonder of insects, and you will find out for yourselves that
have it!
dnl
;
|
evening
the
of
part
great
a
and were busy
it 18 true : the people who think they know
There
are
no
stories
more
interesting
catching ‘the large moths and beetles the most are the ones who know the
and exciting than the stories of some of

Jessie sits on the old stone steps
And looks out over the sea;

a

Bebicko,

of the temperance question, while’ thronghout

and'be-

shadow;

i

¥ 1 terary

sit

try to

and

knob,

door

arer shere the sad sea-gulls

An

it’ casts around

drop

the door-casing to the top, and then

Flutters a bright leaf down,

Far out at sea there are snow-white sails
Flushed with the sun's last ray;

cause

il |

lefta stamp upon rélglous life hot’ only in
“They had one great feat which was very cause we see the masts of a ship thatis went to South America and stayed ten ‘Scotland
but fn the world ‘that will never
be |
years,
‘hard
at
work
with
instruments,
amusing. They wouid run up the side of coming towards us. before we see its
effaced. They had tho ndturaluess ahd*¢ hu.

_

The maple trees are ablaze with light,
Gold and crimson and brows,

TREX

¥

learned to know me, and
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Literary Miscellany.

If you could think of

out of the middlé of your article.

‘melancholy. On this Bishop Horne remarked, this might probably be; for, in

We can

easily supply whit is missing, and we
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Hearts and heads unitéd ares” hundred-fold
-stronger than heads +-alone.—~Rev. W. H,
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ears of discretion
If, I showed him

» Was

Prejudice the soil toward roses

my botanical

toward. the passenger train.

*

lively rate, none ot them

were

seriously

injured, for all of which they may thank
the quick-witted and brave Billy Whalen.
Such an action requires more true heroism

it unfair to

and strawber=

+r

* THE FIRST PRINTED BIBLE,

The first printed Bible was by Gutlenberg—1456. It wasa demi folio of two
I have heard of the stillness of the cent- vols. of 1,282 pages, each page baving
ral seas or the silence of the
grave, or two columns of 42 lines.
Coverdale’s
‘the voice of hushed up life.” I have Bible, the first Bible in English, is supsat
beside
voiceless tarns in solita- posed to have been printed in Zurich by
ry places among the hills. 1 know- Coristopher Fraschover, and published
something of the awlul stillness brood- October 4th, 1535. The Bishops’ Bivle,
ing over
mountaiy
tops, and I viv- so-called because eight of the fourteen
idly remember the ddmb aspect of things travslators were Bishops, was printed by
when 1 once crawled on hands and feet Richard Jugge, 1568.
The Breeches
- far from the daglight through the old Bible was so called from its rendering of
workings and up the gloomy galleries of breeches for aprons (Gen. 3:7), and was
a deserted mine. But silebce hus its in- printed in London by Christopher Barker,
ner,and outer chambers, its depths and
1578. The first authorized Roman Catholower depths, and we seemed as we sat lie Version of the New Testament was
to bt borne to its nethermost caverns. In printed: at Rheims in 1582—thé Old at
the first five minuies, the rusiling of Douay, 1709--10.
King James’ Bible, the
silks and ibe shuffling of feet settling present accepted Protestant Version, was
into position had died away. Another printed by Robert Barker, Loudon, 1611.
two minutes more, and the short, devout
The first Polyglot Bible was printed at
cough which is the exordium of all servi- (Genoa, in 1516, under the supervision of
ces had ceased. Ano'her minute more, Peter Paul Porras. It contained Hebrew,
and the fall of a pin would bave sounded Arabic, Chaldaic, Greek, and Latin.
as ‘a profane act.
Henceforth I lost
0-0-0
*+-9 +
count'ot time; if I was conscious at all,
it was of the outwardly strange fact that
THE TRAMP QUESTION,
while the human beings usually meet to
talk, these good peoplt had left their |
homes and traveled far in order to be

and

much

enjoy

gregarious

of mild-minded melancholy”! One
tasted the pleasire of deep

truly

be

| flock’; ‘way

, fore

quite apt

ek,

whom

is no joy bat calm.”

Some

he. considered:

was a Christian

you

look

fifends, It is

worship, not fit for the

idea seems higl

“er and holier: “The great work of" one much
Hebrew to those. not belonging
, to
and all ought to wait _upon God, and retheir guild, but perfectly intelligibia to
tiring out of their own
thoughts and imag- one
nations,’ to, feel the Lord's presence, and coal another. Mysterious chalk and charmarks on fences, doorposts and
know a gathering into bis ‘nanie indeed, crossroad
where he is in the midst, according to where: thes tell whom and what to avoid,
his promise.”
**Silence is, and munst “ou some shotgun gives a warm reception
soft-hearted dupes may be four d,
necessarily be, a special. and priocipal In faet, the
brotherhoud of tramps is anpartof God's worship, Let the Friends establishe
cleave fast to these wise words, Let as such d fact, and must he dealt: wath
if we desire to be rid of it. The
them leave to other's noisy modes of service of their own pleasure and Sprint. evil, so far from decreasing, is increasing
and calls for the sternest measures of rement. Time will not soon make old, and pression.
~ Différent state | Legislaiuies
certainly not in these ‘babbling days, the ave already
enacted laws on the subject,
truth that in silent waiting and’inward
different
towns
have taken it'in band,and,
communing the deepest aspirations of the
in a measure, saved themselves from the
soul breathe forth.— Spectator.
annual summer incursions of these unwelcome visitors, But what is needed is
concert
of action.
The only effective
HOW TO WRITE FOR THE PRESS.
write with pen or ink. It is altyo plain, and doesn’t hold the

mind of the editor and

young gentlemen who will then be their
class-mates. We should hear vastly less
about the physical
- inability of young
women to endure the ‘study in colleges,
if they had equal chances with the boys

in fitting themselves for the course. Give

gnls fair. play—on the start and 'in
finish—and they will take care of the

race for themselves.— Golden Rule.
-o-O-o-b
ro

“printers closely

enough to their work.
If you are compelled to use ink, never
use (hat vulgarity known ns the blo'tingpad. If you drop a blot of ink on the
paper, lick it off. The intelligent , composiior loves Boling so dearly as to read

the smear this will make across

ought to

be

heeded.

He tells them: *“ Th&very best thing the

white people can do for us is to stop doing for us, and leave us to do for ourselves.
I have told the politicians so
everywhere. They have done so much

for us that they have nearly undone us.

If we can’t live honestly

by

own la-

bor then we ought to die.
The question
with us is, will we work as hard for ourselves as we once did for our masters?

It we

dou’t we will go to the wall, for

liberty is as essentially a state of hard
work as slaveryis of disgraceful sloth.”
It the colored people will not accept these

words of truth and soberness, perhaps
some of their self-elected champions will.
Excepting efforts for their education and
enlightenment, what the freedmen most
need now is, sufficient letting alone. to

teach them self-relianeg and the necessity
tor persistent industry.

parts of the world—Europe,
Africa.—Leisure Hour.
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NOTICE!

trust she is with

Queen

Co.,

wishing

way that has been discovered of dealing
with thattainp 1 to make

what is given

him. ‘No.-werk

of

Wales,

£40,000,

besides the income of the Duchy of Lancaster and Cornwall; the Piincess of
Wales, £10,000; the Dukeof Edinburgh,
£25,000;
the Princesses Alice, Helena,
and Louise, £6 000 each; the Duke of

Connaugbt and Prince Leopold, £15,000
each; the Duchess of Cambridge, £6,000;
the Dake of Cambridge; £12 000, besides

£4,132
ay

as Commander-in-Chief

as

orse

Field

Marshal,

Artillery,

and

Royal

Grenadier Guards ; the

and

his

Colonel

of

Engineers and

Dochess of Teck,

£5,000. Princess Beatrice is the only
member of the Roval family to whom'no
allowance has yet

him work for

be«n wade.

NO BONES IN THE O0EAN.

no pay soon

drives him from
a house or a loeality.
The unlucky pioneer leaves behind him the
warning to his fellows... Some of the
smaller towns in New Jersey have tried
this plan with abundant success.
The

Prince

gun,

Iil.,

31

He

£2

three sisters and three

oypact, dissolve if exposed

to

and

died

He

then

vA
odo

i

;

Bh

» stick, it will do still, better,

© When your article is:completed, ofmeh

yout paper in Jour pos Ea
it
wo Or three days
before: sending’ it in.
. This rubs. off the superfluous
pencil-marks,
» and makes it lighter 10 hatilie,
i

a

wring

In,
en Enfinnd bad a
ilytion of,
AT. 10,125 were yond,
to imprisotiment.
and 8611::t0” transportation #td' penal servitude. | In 1875, with
a population of 23,000,000, ouly 9282 were
sent to prison-and 1629 wo penal servitude,
“
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printed
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monthl
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is for lessthan four months at a time, the charge
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ie the denominational Hymn Book, extensively used, printed on both white and tinted
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NORTH SCITUATE, R. I.
This Institution furnishes Collége Pre aratory,
English and Scientific, and Ladies’
ollegiate
.
course of study.
For further particulars address the Principal, at

Jely il, 1876.

)

college year cougists of tpur terms of ten weeks
each.
This new Institution is dlready acquriing a rep.
utation for the thorough manner in which instruc
tiorr is imparted
The courses of study are the Normal, Commer.
eial,lollége Preparatory and two College courses,
viz.: Classical and Scientific.

open

HITESTOWN
SEMINARY.
Mm opens Aug..
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of the Free
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ourexistence,

of GeorgeI, Bay.

contains a Narrative of bis

Life, Letters, Ser-

mons and Lectnyres.! Price 75 cents,
Rates’ with the Murning Star.

See

* Glub

The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and ever Christian
youd be benefited by read ing it, 25 cts; postage
cts.
Christian

Baptism

a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts,;
cents.

postage 3
.

Butler's Theology
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of doctrinal thevlogy, and the authd®s views
-are-those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 12 cents.

+ *

*

Butler's Commentary
Ly the same aaihor,—Prof.J. J. Butler, con.
tains two volumes, one onthe Gospels, and the
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J.8. GARDNER, Principal.
Whitestéwn, Oneida Ce.; N, Y.
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names’of all Freewill Baptist churches, ar-

tneir appropriate Quurierty anti Year!

ot our benevolent societies, an. account 03 owr
literary institutions. obituaries of deceased ministers &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 9% a
dozen; $7a hundred. Postage, 2' coats per copy.
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Biographies
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DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Danie
Jackson are extensively read by their frisnds
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$100,
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ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE;
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Manual,
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from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history. 75 cents; postage, 10 cents.
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.—Pike, Wyoming Co.,
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Suggestions.
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instruction,
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ive the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, tili the time of their un
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‘nary and English Course.
dress the Principal,

Formulas

reading. * $1.09; postage, 12 cents,

Rev. A. B, MESKRVEY, PH. D., Principal,
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‘It contains

other ou Acts, Romans and Corinthians.

closes Thursday,June 20, 1878

IKE SEMINARY
New York.

genera’

ion with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
The History of the Freewill Baptists

closes Thursday, March 28, 1878.

Hampton,

meetings;

The Memorials

Vacation one Week.

New

doctrines

for ministers,

chureh, members:

The Book of Weorshé »
only a few copies lei.
All
postage, 10 cents.

Summer term begins Monday, April 3, 187x.

Send

all

Mules of Order.
are the same as those
paper covers, 10 cents.

Nov. 12,1877...

Vacation nine weeks.
Fall term begins Monday, Aug.

our

-

Spring term begins Monday, Jark 2%, 1878,

©

and

2

The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and. yet
very concise and well arranged; stating in fiftéen
Pages all the important parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible" Leather, 75
cents; Clath, 60 cents, postage paid.

‘For

Vacation one Week.

**

for

different

Fall term begins Monday, Aug. 20, 1877,
:
“
closes Friday, Oct. 26, 18:7.
{
Vacation two' Weeks.
Monday,

of

denomination,

,02
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Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten er a dozen

sexes.

closes Friday, Jan.

0 46
the

Ministers Manual.
:
Just issued, designed especially

CALENDAk.

hi

by - the

but useful

term= oi ten weeks each.
The Commercial College opéns with the fall
term. : Cheapest and best of any in New Eugland

Winter term begins

o10y
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He was the last survivor of eleven children.
Converted when but 26, he was baptized by
Eid. John Buzzel, and jomed the church.
He
was a maa whose’ consistent and upright lite
made him respected und ‘beloved by all. He
maintained bis, piety and spirituality to the
end.
The day before bis decease be attended
courch all day and in the evening following
‘ut the family altar, rémembered his tamily,
calling them by name, praying for them ear-

nestly and fervently.
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bones disappear in the ocean. - By dredging, it is common to_Lging up teeth, but
rarely ever a bone of any kind; these,
ho
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that he has gone where everlasting
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abides and never withering flowers.
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but the friends are comforted with the thought
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died of the same disease in the same
house, Sept. 20, aged 1 year and 3 months.

FRrANKm,son of Rev. I. N. and Mary Bates,
| died in West Warerville,Sept. 18,azed 5 years,
2 months and
28 days.
Frankie wus a very
pleasant child, very thoughtful for. one of his
age, and is much missed in the family cive e3
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ing Sabbath after his mother’s burial, and two

DANIEL, only child of Daniel and Mary A.
Watson, died in Alton, Sept. 17, aged 10
ears and 8 months.
In the death of this dear
0y, the parents are bereft of one to whom
they looked with fond: anticipations to. cheer
their declining years,the Sabbath-school one of
its most atieniive members, his school-mates a
kind und affectiorate companion.
May God
who works in a ** mysterious way, his won:
ders to perform,” grant his blessing to attend
even this sad affliction.
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which are mentioned’ as being at Rome : neglected
cun I be saved!”
She was directed to come
among these wus that which Pompey the to Jesus, and trust him for her salvation.
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Great took from Mithridates, and dedicat- accordingly did sv, and found
She
ed to Jupiter in the capital. Upon Pom- desired to partake of the emblemsgreatof joy.
her Savpey’s ring were engrav d three trophies, four, in the ordinance of the Lord’s™” Supper,
but was denied the privilege; by death.
as emblems of his three triumphs over we
But

STEPHEN MERRILL died in Bowdoinham,
Me., Sept. 23, aged 73 years. Bro. M. had
been a professed disciple of Christ nearly fiity years.
His uprightness of life secured the
approval of his many friends wherever known.
> Murk the perfect man and. behold’ the upPrivy
purse, £60,000; salaries of house- right, forthe end of that man is pease”
bold aud retired allowances, £131,260; | Mgrs. ROXANNA Davisidied in Buxton, Me.,
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expenses of household, £172,000; royal | truth was exemplitied in ail. the: ways of life,
botinty sums and special services, £13, ¢ She; hath done what she could.”
:
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Bluff Freewill Baptist church, whére’ he remuined a consistent member till death. He
was prepared to meet his God, and in fall triumphs of Christinn faith be crossed the river,
leaving a. wife and child, an age father, many
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